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Rockland Has A Double For Queen Elizabeth In Neva Cuthbertson

Photo by Barde
Judge Zelma M. Dwinal

(By Elmer Barde)
nicipal Court can relieve higher
Ever since entering upon my du courts of much work and still do
ties with
The Courier-Gazette. his share of enforcing the laws of
the land. In Judge Dwinal. Knox
► nearly a year ago, one of my as
County has such a presiding muni
signments has been attendance at cipal justice. He is personally ac
the daily sessions of Rockland Mu quainted with most of the law-en
nicipal Court, presided over by forcement officers of the commun
ity; he is also acquainted with
Judge Zelma M. Dwinal.
many of the defendants appearing
First impressions were not too
before him. Some of the chronic
complimentary. The setting is far offenders no longer enter any de
from dignified: the room is decid fense but rather plead guilty and |
edly shabby, with odds and ends of place their confidence in his fair- J
furniture, old gaslight fixtures, fly- ness
specked photographs of former
His one obsession, if lt can be
mayors and an American flag that called that, is a campaign against
has seen better days on the dais. It• reckless driving. He has often
did not take me long to conclude I wished that he could "ground'' a
that the dignity and decorum which ' reckless driver beyond the seven
did prevail was entirely due to the days permitted by law On the other
M presiding officer.
hand ne has demonstrated a won
Judge Dwinal docs not wear ju derful understanding In the many
dical robes. He occupies the bench family rows, desertion, and child
in a business suit, but his appear abandonment cases that come be
ance and conduct are such as to fore him. taking Samuel and the
Inspire the respect of all present other judges of the Old Testament
His manner is courteous, his ques- j as hi, example,
tions to the point, and only twice : Nearing the age of 70 lt is under
in th? past year have I heard him stanctable that his mature years
raise his voice Once, when he ad- gjve jU£jgP Dwinal a realization of
dressed counsel endeavoring to con- ; the proolems Ulat ,ace the average
fuse witness and court with superappearing before him but
cilious questions. The judge left no
an intangible something in
doubt in the attorneys mind that.
manner and appearance that
such conduct was not permitted in | j^pjaks a worth-while past,
this particular court The other I
Born in Mechanic Falls, Zelma
time was when a defendant insist- 1
Mcrvin Dwinal attended schools
ed on using improper language: he
there. He graduated from Bates
^changed his manners in a hurry.
College in 1906 and taught school at
Municipal court is our lowest or Richmond and Livermore Palls
der In the chain of legal procedure.
High Schools until 19*10 That year
The majority of all complaints are
he obtained an appointment as po
disposed of there or passed on to a
liceman at the Capitol of the
higher court but this is the point
United States through the good of
of contact with Justice for most
fices of Senator William P Frye
complainants or defendants. A calm
and while on such assignment stud
reasonable, humane and under
ied law for two years at Georgetown
standing presiding officer in Mu- University in Washington. With the

untimely death of Senator Frye the
patronage job held by Dwinal be
came vacant and be came to Cam
den where he served as principal
of the high school from 1912 to
1916. That year he matriculated at
Boston University, working his waythrough college by clerking at f .pley-PIaza Hotel. As a matter of
fact young Dwinal found it necesSUMMER SCHEDULE

VINALHAVEN
PORT DISTRICT
Starting June 1 to Oct. 1, 1953

Daily Except Sunday D S. T.

ANOTHER SHIPMENT OF
Florence Ranges

White Enamel
Dual Oven
Oil and Gas Range
Only $199.95
WHILE THEY LAST

4 Oil Lids
4 Gas Burners
Now Bake With Oil Or Gu
Or Both
Large Family Siie
All Porcelain Finish
Large Drip Tray

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
Farnsworth Memorial Bldg.
J52 Main SL Tel. 98# Rockland

Ev. Vinalhaven
7.00 A. M.
Ar. Rockland ................ 8.20 A.M.
Ev. Vinalhaven ............. 12.45 P.M.
Ar. Rockland ................ 2.05 P. M.
Ev. Rockland ................. 9.30 A.M.
Ar. Vinalhaven .....
10.50 A. M.
Ev. Rockland ............... 3.30 P. M.
Ar. Vinalhaven ............ 4.50 P. M.

June 1 to September 12
BOAT MARY A
Leave Rockland 7.45 A. M.;
Arrive Vinalhaven 9.00 A. M.
|,e»v< Vinalhaven 4.15 P. M.; Ar
rive Rockland 5.30 P. M. On
Tuesday* and Thursdays extra
trip of Mary A leaving Rockland
at 2.15 P. M. Starting June'27
will leave Vinalhaven Saturday
at 5.30 P. M. instead of 4.15 P. M.
STARTING SUNDAY JUNE 38
Will run Sunday* leaving Rockland at 8.45 A. M.; arriving
Vinalhaven 10.05 A. M. leaving
Vinalhaven 3.30 P. M.. arriving
Rockland at 4.50 P. M. Leaving
Rockland 5.00 P. M., arriving
Vinalhaven 6.20 P. M.

(Subject to change without
notice)
65-tf

Guests at the Thorndike Hotel have long commented on the
marked resemblance between England’s Queen Elizabeth and Miss
Neva M. Cuthbertson, 20, who serves the hotel's guests with all the
dignity and grariousness of a reigning lady as they register or depart
Thursday, taking into account the impending coronation in
England, we derided to let our readers form their own opinions as

THOMASTON LEGIONNAIRES AND

to the resemblance.
With the he'p of Kennedy Crane. Jr., and the facilities of
Senter Crane's, the little lady was photographed In much the same
costume as Elizabeth wears.
Some say she looks more like Princes Margaret than the Queen
but most agree that she could pass for either, with ease. The three

poses above will let you decide for yourself.
She is the daughter of Mrs. Leota Cuthbertson of Rockland and
Charles Cuthbertson of Malden, Mass., and is a graduate of Rock
land High School in the Class of 1951. Her official duties at the
hotel are those of room clerk and receptionist at the registration desk.

Photos by Jura and Cullen

SOLDIER ENROUTE HOME FROM

Fish and Gamers

An Invitation

FIREMEN PLANNING BIGGEST SHOW Hold First Meeting ALASKA FOLLOWING FATHER'S
At New Club House DEATH REPORTED MISSING
YET FOR FOURTH OF JULY WEEK
Knox County Pish and Game As
Thomaston will again be the focal
Arrangements have been made
point for this area on July 4. Or- 1 with the Mullen Carnival for a sociation met Thursday evening at
ren Benner. General Chairman of , complete show which will be in the n:w club house on Alford Lake.
the joint committee of the Ameri Thomaston for the entire week of A supper of baked beans, roast
can Legion Post and the Thomas the 4th with rides, shows and con ham. and fixings was put on by the
ton Fire Department who sponsor cessions. This will furnish enter house committee, Ben Nichols,
the July 4th program said yester tainment for both young and old. | chairman. Waitresses were Mrs.
In addition to the carnival, the i
day: "Plans are well under way for
week will culminate with added at- 1 Jalo Ratita. Mrs. Gladys Blom. Mrs
a bigger event In 1953 than any
tractions beginning Friday. An old E. K Crie. Mrs Sanford Delano.
that have preceded It.
timers ball game will be held on Mrs. B J. Pellicani. Mrs Wlnnifred
Friday at 6 p. m., between Thomas Proctor. Mrs. Dorothy Baxter Mrs.
sary to work his way through all
Eisa Kigel, Mrs Lucille Ccusens,
ton and a team to be selected.
his schooling.
The committee is again sponsor Mrs. David Beach, Mrs. L F Cof- j
After completing a years study
ing the contest for a Sea Princess fin. Mrs. Alice Knight and Mrs. Al
at
Boston University, Dwinal
to be sent to the Seafoods Festival bert Harjula
passed the State bar examination
At-.the business meeting it was
I in Rockland in August. The PrinMd hung out his shingle in Cam
' cess will be selected at a grand ball suggested that each member buy
den where he opened a law and in
to be held in Watts Hall on the eve- a chair for himself at $4 each. 47
surance office. On December 30.
pledged to do so, each chair to be
i ning of July 3.
1932. he was appointed to Knox
i The Fourth will open with the inscribed with the name of its own- .
County Municipal Court by Gover
■ annual 15 kilometer road race er. A vote of thanks was given V.
nor Tudor Gardiner and has since
which is held under the auspices of F. Studley who made this low price
received two re-apipointments. His
1 the Maine AAU. Anvone wishing possible.
current term will expire in OctoAlso a vote of thanks was pxtend, to enter this race i0 3-4 miles) can
>er 19.54 and Judge Dwinal has ex
get full details by writing to Fd <1 to the Directors of the Lobster
pressed a desire not to seek an1 Shepherd secretary-treasurer of the Festival for the use of the tables
ither term.
A1 Young replaced Dr Stratton
Maine AAU., or from Norman
Knox County will miss him; the
on the House Committee for the
Whitehill. Thomaston.
.aw enforcement officers will miss
The road race will be followed by evening.
a firm supporter of their efforts;
A vote of thanks was passed to
a big parade featuring several
:he miscreants will miss a severe
bands, floats and a childrens par ‘he ladies for their assistance.
but fair judge; but all wish him
John McLoon gave a pep talk on
ade.
well.
Prizes will be awarded for floats workers, hoping to get more out
When asked about his future
and to the children as well as for on the following Sundays, and not
plans Judge Dwinal told us that he
the best to be selected by a com have the same workers each time
expected to devote more time to his
Dedication ceremonies for the
mittee of judges. There is no fee
law practice; to hir wife, the for
for entering and entries are wel Club House Sunday were set for
mer Edna M McGregor of Rock
August 2.
comed.
port; to his three children by a
Ben Nichols moved a vote of
At 2.30 p. m . a ball game will be
former marriage. Charles and Luplayed at the Thomaston ball thanks to John McLoon and Fred
llle Dwina! and Mrs Barbara Al
Black for their help on the supper
ground
exander all of Camden, and to his
Evening events will conclude the which was passed
wo grandchildren. He is still act
The treasurer reported a balance
day with the probability of a band
ive in local politics and may even
concert. The culmination, of course, of $1351.00 as of last meeting.
ake up the game of golf again. He
New members admitted were Cal
will be the gigantic display of fire
will soon reach three-score and ten
vin Curtis and Buford Grant of
works on the park grounds.
and should be entitled to take
The committee of the Williams- Camden. Stanford Johnson of Hol
things easy.
Braziir Post. American Legion and den. Mass.. T. E Davis, Rockland.
the Thomaston Fire Department Ralph Bourne. Norman Miller of
SUMMER SCHEDULE
who sponsor the celebration are Thomaston. Parker Overton. Doug
NORTH HAVEN
| making every effort to make 1953 lass L. Durkee and Earle Norwood
the greatest Fourth we have ever of Union. Fred Black and Edgar M
PORT DISTRICT
promoted. As further arrangements Farnsworth, Rockland. Nelo RanStarting June 1, 1953
are made definite news will be re ta. St. George, Albert Quinn, Rock
Daily Except Sunday D 8. T.
ville, Dr. Robert Chisholm, John
leased.
Mazzeo. Rockland. Charles Drysdale
7.00 A. M.
Lv. North llavcn
Subscribe to The Couner-Gszette Thomaston. Phillip Ryan, Rock
Ar. Rockland ..........
8.16 A. M.
land. Arthur Brewer, Owls Head.
12.15 P.M
Lv. North llavtu
Pour honorary memberships were
1.25 P.M.
Ar. Rockland .........
BASEBALL
granted to the press, Len Harlow
Lv. Rockland .......... 9.15 A. M.
10.25 A. M.
Ar. North Havrn
Jim Moore, Elmer Barde and Sidney
ROCKETS
vs.
CAMDEN
Mj* p. m
Lv. Rockland
Cullen, the latter also a regular
MAY 30—3.00 P. M.
4.40 P.M.
Ar. North Haven .
member aijd one Junior member
COMMUNITY PARK
STARTING SUNDAY JUNE 28
65-lt Charles Bourne. 13, of Thomaston,
admitted.
TO SEPT 6 INCLUSIVE
Motion piotures from Nash-KelWill run Sunday* leaving
Rockland at 8.30 A. M. Arriv
vinator on hunting in Alaska were
Summer Cottages presented with Charlie Bicknell as
ing North Haven 9.40 A. M.
1/eave North Haven at 3.45 P.
furnished—For the Season
projectionist.
M.
Arriving Rockland at 4.55
The speaker of the evening was
P. M.
Leave Rockland at 5.00 P. M.
Jack Mason of the Wild Life Divis-

Cottage Lots

Arriving North Haven at 6.10
P. M.
June 28th to Sept. 6th inc Inrive extra trip from ' North
Haven every Saturday P. M.
Leaving North Haven at 5.30 P.
P. Arriving Rockland 6.40 P. M.
(Subject to change without
notice)
65-tf

With Salt Water Frontage

Poultry, Blueberry Farms
In Cushing, Warren. Friendship

AL CARLE
PLEASANT POINT
TEL. THOMASTON 165-5
64'65

BEGINNING JUNE

At the request of his mother,
Mrs Una Korplnen of 375 Broad
way. Rockland, the Knox County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross has issued a still-alarm for
Private Fred W Korpinen, U. S
Army, who has not been heard
from since he obtained Red Cross
funds in New York for a ticket to
Rockland on Monday.
Fred's father, the late Una Kor
pinen. was accidentally electrocut
ed on the Spruce Head Road
May 21.
„
At the request of his mother the
executive secretary of Knox Coun
ty Chapter of the American Red
Crass. Mrs. Reita Y. Holden, no
tified the soldier and his com
manding officer at his Alaska sta
tion of the tragedy and requested
that he be granted emergency
leave to come to Rockland.
Things moved fast and Korpinen
was flown by Air Force plane to
Long Island, N. Y.. where he ar
rived late Sunday. Apparently he
was without sufficient funds to
puv for his railroad ticket to
Rockland, for Red Cross records
show that he obtained a loan for
that purpose from a New York
City Chapter on Monday, stating
at the time that he expected to
leave that night, from Grand Cen
tral Station, which would have
brought him to Rockland Tuesday
afternoon
His duffel • bag was expressed,
collect, from the Pennsylvania Sta
tion in New York and arrived here
on Thursday. That is the last
contact had with Fred.
State and railroad police along
the route have been requested to
be on the alert. There is no ap
parent explanation for the delayin Korpinen's arrival at home.
Family relations are close and his
mother feels that he would not
delay a moment to be with her in
her time of stress unless the delay
was unavoidable. She fears an
accident, or sickness, met up with
him enroute and asks anyone who

Chappie Will Be Located
At Earl Sayward’s Garage

of service, rank or rate, will be
most welcome, and their partici

pation in the parade will be sin
cerely appreciated.
Members of the Armed Forces
who report will be assigned to
staff duty with the Grand Mar

shal. This section of the parade
forms on Limerock street oppo

site the Community Building at
1.30 p. m., Saturday afternoon.

FAVORITE POEM
AMERICA'S

ANSWER

Rest ye in peace, ye Flanders dead.
The fight that ye so bravely led;
We've taken up. And we will keep
True faith with you who lie asleep
With each a cross to mark his bed.
In Flanders Fields.
Fear not that ye have died for
naught.
The torch ye threw to us we
caught.
Ten million hands will hold It
high.
And Freedom's light shall never
die,
We’ve learned the lesson that we
taught
In Flanders Fields.
R. W. Lilliard

Pvt. Fred W. Korpinen

might have any information to
communicate with her at 375
Broadway, or with the Red Cross
here.

Junior Corps To
Honor Those Who
Lost Lives At Sea

The Port O’ Rockland Junior
Drum and Bugle Corps will hold
a special ceremony of remem
brance for men lost at sea at the
For social items in The CourierMaine Fishermen's Memorial Pier Gazette. Phone 1044. City.
tf
at 6.30 p. m. Saturday.
The unit will make its initial
public parade appearance Satur
day afternoon tn the city's Memo
rial Day parade, together with the
drum and bugle corps of WinslowHolbrook-Merritt Post, American
Legion.
The unit will march to the Pub
BOTTLED GAS
lic Landing where a wreath will be
placed at the base of the an
COOKS • HEATS • MAKES ICE
chor of the memorial in memory
of those men of the Maine coast
who have gone down to the sea,
never to return.
For social items in The Courier1044.

City.

tf
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Gas Appliances
MAGIC CHEF RANGES

True Fruit
CQMBlWftTION

AWNINCS-SHUTTERS

WINDOWSJJOORS

DOOR HOOOS

PICTURE WINDOWS

PATIOS WfltKS

PORCHENCLflSUBLS
JtpiKMl'JK’

STORE
FRONTS
|___
_________

ipshki

EVERY JOB OUTSTANDING

BRYANT WATER HEATER
SERVIl REFRIGERATORS

GINGER

RUUD WATER HEATERS

Ice Cream
See Ut Today

Made From Pure
Ginger Root

^Albert E. MacPhail

SOLD AT ALL

445 MAIN ST.

EDWARDS DEALERS

FOR RADIATOR REPAIRS
65* lt

participate in the Memorial Day
parade. AH service men and ser
vice women, regardless of branch

the Finest in

MAINE MADE

I

brook-Merritt Post, American
Legion extends a cordial Invita

tion to all service personnel on
leave in the Rockland area to

Gazette, Phone

ion. Fish and Game Department,
who presented slides on the control
of shags.
The meeting was adjourned at
10:30.
R Waldo Tyler. Secretary

The Memorial Day parade
committee of the Winslow-Hol

«-S-tf
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We are surrounded with spring
at its loveliest.
Here at home dandelion blos
soms burst open in the interval be
tween lawn mowing and the next
dawn. Half-grown maple leaves
in pale green hang close to our
kitchen windows and the honey
suckle bushes show' tiny buds that
will open to the call of a thousand
bees in June.
Stepping outside we see lean al
ders at fhe edges of the fields,
which have already started to tas
sel with intricate green pendants
between their small veined leaves.
Across the river I can hardly
tell the silver of mature poplars
from the white of wild pear blos
soms in the morning sun and the
foreground
is
blotched
with
patches of tall yellow fiddle-heads
and dwarf sensitive ferns.
If I were chained to this spot
for a day it would take hours to
observe and write of the beauty
of it all and since many of my
readers are chained by duty and
necessity to the home, the shop or
the pavements, supposing I go for
a short stroll and tell you about
Afield there are blossoms of all
sorts.
Tiny bluets, meadow buttercups
and early blooming caraway. The
old hay fields are dotted with
strawberry blossoms and in the
pastures are anemones, violets and
jack-in-the-pulpits.
Pish hawks after their break
fast, are poised over the flounder
beds of ’Weskeag river and big
black cormorants take a short cut
from the bay to Georges River,
high over our heads. While along
the bank the male sandpiper rises
from nowhere and spirals high
over his mate to sing his song of
love, while she neither watches or
listens to his ardent plea for her
affections.
In the clearings the sparsely
leaved blackberry canes, tall, green
and bristling with thorns, already
have clusters of buds and over
the barrens are the millions of
colorless, tulip shaped blossoms of
the huckle and blueberry vines.
Here and there a ground sparrow
or a lark springs from almost be
neath my feet and I tread care
fully for fear of stepping on a hid
den nest. While from the meadow
rolls the long-winded song of the
slow flying bobolink, his buoyant,
bubbling melody almost a handicap
to his flight.
Deep in the woods the handi
work of spring is showing, too.
The chipmunk suns himself on
a hollow log. porcupines skuff the
soles of awkward feet around the
piles of grout and on a sunny bank
a partridge thunders from his dust
bath at my approach.
Each hollow tree has at least one
tenant family and woodpeckers
and red squirrels plot strategy, or
quarrel just for fun over the same
hollow limlb.
Conifer trees are sexed by grow
ing cones and blossoms, the male
bearing an ornate and complex
bloom almost fragrant in its dusty
and brief interval of beauty. The
bark of tree® is a highway of
countless insects and the striped

jumping-spider lurks on low and
sun-lit branches to ‘'hitch-hike” a
ride on my clothing across the
nearby glen.
I could go on for pages and pages
about the wonders of these mid
spring days, but you are likely get
ting bored by now and I must be
getting back. Later I will go again
and tell you more about it, for then
there will be the call of early rip
ening wild fruit and each blossom
will have borne its seeds, which
are also quite wonderful and un
usual.
A short-cut home is as likely to
reveal a surprise equal to anything
seen on the longest way round at
this time of year, so I will follow
this stone wall which ends just
across the field opposite my house.
Over its long straight course
there nods the blossoms of the
wild cherry in immaculate white,
the stamens holding all the color,
like small pink whiskers from the
center of each delicate flower.
These stone walls scattered over
the barrens and back woodlots of
South Thomaston meant hours of
arduous labor when property with
firewood on it was a choice pos
session and wages and taxes were
low.
Probably few of the men who
toiled to make those walls are still
living, but they stand as monu
ments along the boundaries of each
measured plot to those who loved
each rightful inch of the land he
owned.
Fifty feet down this particular
stone wall a dark object moves
quickly and silently along its base
and disappears between the heav
ier stones. I hurry along to the
spot and would have passed it by
when I see the fingers of two small
black hands clasping the edge of
a nearly flat stone.
The fingers are slender and the
back of the paws have a grayish
brown fur on them. It can be
none other than that fabulous
character of Candlemas Day, the
ground-hog, waiting for me to
pass.
At the other side of the wall is a
mound of newly excavated dirt
and if there is one delight I have,
it is to hear the ground-hog
whistle as he scuttles into his bur
row.
A cornered “chuck” is a mean
animal. So, making sure he has
ample exit from the wall, I stick
a dead poplar branch close to the
tiny black hands.
If is enough; greased lightning
could move no faster and at his
first movement he starts the
whistle I’d been waiting for.
My trip was crowned with un
expected pleasure, for the “chuck”
was a very accomplished whistler
and did his best just for me.
Deep into the burrow the wan
ing whiste came out like muffled
laughter and then all was quiet.
I thought the show was over, but
as I turned to leave I stepped
heavily on the sod back of the bur
row opening and he whistled
again; a sort of “get the heck out
of here” departing shot.
I expect there may have been
some baby “chucks” in that hole
and maybe ril find out later.
• • • •

TV

Would I be safe in writing a
eulogy to a generally despised little
animal of our countryside, but to
me one of the most clever and in
teresting of our four-footed wild
creatures?
He's been a favorite subject of
mine since the beginning of this
column and a decade of intimate,
critical observation finds him
high in my respect as a symbol of
self reliance in the will to live.
You will find him most every-

Installation Co.
1148

union

ST. - Opp. C.M.P. Co.

— SPECIAL —
TV ANTENNA
Completely Installed with
Guaranteed Reception from
Channels 4, 5, 7, 10

$80.00

65&67J

LEARN TO FLY
VETERANS AND NON-VETERANS

KOREAN VETERANS
Now Can Obtain Flight Courses Under G. I. Benefits
Non-Veterans May Obtain Same Courses at
Reasonable Rate Which Can Be Financed
By This School.
ENROLLMENTS NOW BEING TAKEN FOR
COURSE BEGINNING MAY 30

Leon White, Commercial Flying For 10 Years
Will Be Instructor.

KNOX COUNTY FLYING SERVICE

where and meeting him by day,
which is not unusual, is a most
pleasant experience.
Walking among the group piles
of the abandoned granite quarries
of Pumpkin HiU a week or so ago I
saw him.
His face was small, his nose
was pointed and there were two
little rounded stand-up ears. In
his two penetrating eyes was a
brilliant curiosity of “what was I
doing?” so close to his home, and
as he stretched his full six inches
of length In a sitting up’position,
the paws of two muscular little
legs crossed bis immaculate white
breastplate just below his chin.
This little creature of the fields,
pastures, swamps and heavy timberlands is the weasel.
He bears the reputation of a
wanton killer who quaffs the blood
of his victims with pleasure, but
sets an example of paternal faith
fulness and defense of home and
loved ones that is outstanding
among mammals. He is a tiny
bundle of courage who paddles his
feet in a trail of blood to live, but
dies in glory at the throat of a
challenging adversary ten times
his size and weight.
If it be true that his nocturnal
wanderings is marked by death
from his tiny fangs at every hand,
then my following of his trails for
years has found him on good be
havior.
What carnivorous animal does
not kill?
The house cat, who lives In com
fortable quarters and purrs con
tentedly over an offering of warm
milk in the shelter of a respectable
home, bears no spotless reputation
as a killer.
The weasel is wild and chooses
to live in self reliance where no
soft “handout” is forthcoming and
in the survival of the fittest he
attacks his victims without help
or connivance and kills them
quickly and definitely.
Enemies? Yes, he has them
too.
Another weasel, which he fights
to the death for the right to a se
lected mate, or the owl who
snatches him up from his noctur
nal ramblings and punctures his
innards with long curved claws,
above and away from his terres
trial battle ground.
Were the owl an earth-bound
creature the result would be differ
ent I am sure.
His friends are few, but his
attributes are many, for he is
measured mostly by a man-made
yardstick of handed-down princi
ples originating In the farm poul
try yards of generations ago.
The bald eagle, whose stern and
masterful features and enormous
strength symbolizes our democracy
would be but a “bum” compared to
the weasel if his actual habits had
received equal exploitation.
Hate him if you will: but know
the weasel as I have over a life
time in the woods and a thousand
nest robbing squirrels can be sac
rificed to spare one of these “pint
sized” habitants of our country
side, with lion-sized courage and
determination to live.

Vinalhavenites

Celebrated Title
Win Of Wildcats
AU Vinalhaven, as well as the pu
pils of the high school celebrated
on Wednesday evening, as the Vi
nalhaven Wildcats took the after
noon game from Thomaston and
won the Knox-Lincoln Division
Title.
Church bells rang out, whistles
blew and everyone gathered on
Main street for a raUy and street
dance, which included a grand
march. It was led by Les and Hazel
Dyer, Guy and Helen Johnson, the
high school principal and his wife,
and including all the team and
their girl friends.
The dance was followed by a
huge bonfire at Smiths Point with
aU joining in singing school songs
and cheers.
Meenahga Grange

The Third and Fourth Degrees
were conferred upon Dorothy Laprie, Mary Sukeforth and Judy
Soule at the Monday night meet
ing.
The work was done in a most
WANTED: Young man between
ages of 21-30 to work in the whole
sale meat business driving truck
and general work.
Knowledge of
meat business helpful
but not
essential. Apply to
SWIFT A COMPANY, Union St.
64-65
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HEV.' DONTT bark
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Legion Presents Flag to Community Building

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

[EDITORIAL]
THE MAGIC THAT IS “TIME”
Tuesday is Coronation Day and all the free world is
giving the event fitting attention. In spite of troubled times
and the aU-too-evident diplomatic misunderstandings be
tween this nation and Great Britain, there can be no ques
tion of this country’s admiration for Elizabeth and the warm
affection accorded her by the American people at this time.
The coronation and the altogether charming Elizabeth have
held first place in newspaper and magazine features for many
weeks and the color sections depicting aU phase® of the com
ing ceremonies are testimonials of the public Interest. An
unprecedented rush of Americans overseas to be on hand for
the great event gives further proof of that interest, if further
proof is needed.
It all leads up to the blood nearness of the two nations.
Petty jealousies and passing misunderstandings flare up, but
fundamentally we are close allies—our ideals, our thinking
and our ultimate courses of action are similar and in the
last analysis the people of the United States and of England
stand shoulder to shoulder and heart to heart.
Yet comparatively few years have passed since these
two nations were locked in mortal combat and their ppths
of national policy as far apart as the poles. In the colonies,
Tories considered Colonial Patriots to be traitors and to a
Patriot, the word Tory was anathema. The years of blood
and conflict ended and the passage of time replaced hatred
with tolerance and tolerance with friendship. Widely sepa
rated interests became closely allied courses of thought and
action and the two nations are more nearly one people than
ever before. Just as disagreements and flare-ups of tempera
ment disturb families until the hour of need finds them
fighting an enemy shoulder to shoulder, so it has been with
Britain and the United States.
Now the crowning of a lovely Queen has drawn the two
peoples closer than ever before.

City Manager Frederick D. Farnsworth, left, watches Community Building Custodian Sherwood Sprowl
and Legionnaire E. Allen Gordon raise a new flag at the Community Building Friday morning. Gordon rep
resented the Legion Convention Corporation which presented the flag to the city and the Community Building.
Three weeks from today, Legionnaires and Auxiliary members will be in the city for the 35th annual conven
tion of the Department of Maine.

SAUCE FOR THE GOOSE - Last Nov. 4 Dwight Eisenhower was chosen as chief
executive of the people of the United States with one ex
tremely important plank in his campaign platform—that of
economy. He promised an end to unbridled government
expenditures on projects great and small, not in the category
of absolute necessity. He asked that every community forget
its own pet projects in the public interest and thereby help
the nation avoid the financial and political dissolution that
was inevitable if the course of "Big Government” were to be
continued.
President Eisenhower has manfully stuck to his guns and
frenzied screams of anguish have arisen from the “Haves",
in government and out of it, who suddenly find themselves
in the ranks of the “Have Nots”. In several cases pressure
from the "Have” groups dedicated to self-interest, has over
come the patriotism of votes-conscious Congressmen who
have upset the administration’s economy plans and success
fully demanded return to the old reckless spending, notably
some western farm groups and “big air force” interests. Let
us devoutly hope that sanity and the self-sacrifice which is
patriotism at this time will prevail.
Rockland’s skirts are not entirely clean in this situation
for we demanded certain harbor improvements, which, ad
mirable though they are, cannot be placed in the classi
fication of absolute necessity, for there is much bold water
in Rockland harbor. Portland likewise sought a deepening of
its anchorage basin on the grounds that the huge tankers
which discharge at the Pipe Line and tank farms in South
Portland, have to come to that port only partly loaded be
cause of the shallow anchorage basin.
Both these applications were disallowed and there should
be no thronging of the crying room or advocating of more
pressure on either account. The Portland case had real
merit on the ground of military necessity, but it is deemed
a non-emergency expenditure, and that is that. Should
pressure in the big town develop, at least one director of
the Maine Port Authority will stand in the “No” corner.

HISTORY HAS A WAY OF REPEATING
Herbert W. Thorndike is an ever-welcome visitor at The
Courier-Gazette office and always contrives to leave some in
teresting item. Wednesday he contributed a time-marked is
sue of the Limerock Gazette, parent of this newspaper, bear
ing the date line “East Thomaston, Thursday morning Sept.
24, 1846.” Just 36 weeks before, the present day newspaper
had been born, (it’s maiden name, before marriage with the
Rockland Courier, shown above) and it has continued its
existence to this day without a missed issue.
An interesting line incorporated in the heading conveys
the information that the Gazette was published weekly by
Richardson and Porter. They were young men, comprising
practically the entire crew of the paper, and the information
has been handed down that they worked 20 hours per day
on occasion. This is available because the Richardson was
Lewis, grandfather of the present editor-publisher of The
Courier-Gazette, who assumed control 100 years after the
original publisher of that name.
The first Richardson wasn't a sufferer of the printers'
ink fever which holds a man forever in the business, blow
high, blow low, because he sold his half interest to John Por
ter after a time and devoted his energies to burning lime,
and in 1854 became Rockland's first postmaster.
AMID THE ENCIRCLING GLOOM
The situation in the Far East hinges largely on the re
action of Pakistan to our national policy in Asiatic affairs
and today there is cause to feel encouraged over the situation.
Last year, with thousands of Indians close to starvation,
this country fiddled and blundered around with President
Truman and the Congress at loggerheads over a wheat loan
to relieve the famine there, and what was finally done came
only after some six months of bickering.
Today, a leavening agent is in Pakistan in the person of
Maine's former governor Hildreth and Pakistan's first plea
for a wheat loan and a portion of th? 500.000,000 bushels we
hold as surplus has had prompt and gratifying approval from
President and Congress. Pakistan's serious famine has been
aggravated by a locust plague and in the best interests of
humanitarianism and friendly national relations, the 37,300.000 bushels of wheat needed by the stricken nation are
already flowing to its relief and terms, favorable terms, will
be discussed later.

pleasing manner by the Ladies De
gree team of Acorn Grange, Cush
ing with excellent floor work.
The hall was cjecorated with
spring flowers. A Harvest Supper

was served by the Graces after the
meeting.
Amy Bliven acted as chairman
for toe Lions dinner on Wednes
day night.

VINALHAVEN AND BOOTHBAY IN

Play For K-L Title Wednesday

It was announced by Vinalhaven
officials Friday that the playoff
game for the Knox-Lincoln school
ROCKETS BATTER ST. GEORGE 8-1
boy championship will be held at
(By Bill Judkinsi
the eighth when he walked Davis, Rockland Wednesday, at 130 P. M.
Suburban Little League President who later scored the unearned run
Roy Morang announced recently on a Rocket error.
Wessaweskeag Grange
Rockland jumped off to a first
By Arlene Emerson
that the Little Leaguers will swing
inning one run lead as Gary Seavey
Supper was served and games
into action on Saturday with de
drew a base on balls, stole second,
fending champion Rockport, play was wild pitched to third, and were played before our meeting
May 27. The spring flowers used
ing host to the Camden Lions and scored on a passed ball. After that
on the tables and in the hall were
Thomaston going against the the Rockets kept building on the furnished by Sister Bertha Sleeper.
early lead and St. George, who was
Camden Knoxers.
The program opened with memo
a thorn in the side of Rockland all rial services. Master Fred Raye
With one season of organized
last year, couldn’t do a thing with won the lecturer’s march. The cake
ball already behind them, both as
Alex's offerings.
auctioned off by the supper com
members of the Little League and
Walt Drinkwater collected a pair mittee went to Sister LilUan RackFarm Clubs, it is expected that
of the Torpedoes four hits.
liffe.
even a better calibre of ball will
Billy Holden hit the long ball of
Readings were by Sisters Annie
be played this year than was seen
the day. A solid double. Holden, Dennison, Mildred Mills. %tella El
last.
ex-Rockland High star, will pitch well and Ethel MacCausland. Poem,
Adults from all over the county
against Camden today.
by Clara Steeves, recitation by Sis
will remember the enthusiasm ex
Score:
ter Gladys Beal; songs and guitar
pressed in the first season of play.
St. George—
music by Arnold Thompson and
Representatives of all the clubs ex
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0-1- 4-3 Eugene Wiggin.
pressed a desire to see the attend
Rockland—
Fred Fernald filled the overseer’s
ance and spirit just as high during
1 0 2 0 1 0 1 3 X—8-11-1 chair for the evening. Sister M4I
this season as it was last year.
Batteries: Rockland, Alex and dred Mills acted as pianist.
So Saturday is opening day and
Thompson; St. George, Anderson
This Grange wishes to thank all
the first chance for Mr. and Mrs.
and Jacobson. Winner, Alex.
of those who have so generously
Fan to see the kids go at it this
Twilight League Standings
donated books to our library.
spring. Be on hand and enjoy
W
Our next meeting will be June 10.
yourself as Little League starts its
Thomaston
1
The First and Second Degrees will
second season.
Rockland
1
be conferred and refreshments will
Rockets Trip St. George
Camden
0
be served at the close of the meet
Christy Alex set down St. George
0
ing.
on four hits Thursday, as Rock Waldoboro
0
land won their opener over the Warren
St. George
0
Torpedoes 8-1.
Saturday’s Games
The local entry in the TwiCLAYT BITLER
Camden at Rockland, Thomaston
league belted St. George pitcher
at
Waldoboro,
Warren
at
St.
George.
Anderson lor 11 hits, being led by-

K-L TITLE TILT WEDNESDAY—

Wants to See YOU About

Sunday Game
first baseman Roger Poulin who
Camden and Waldoboro will play
had three singles in four trips.
Alex had a shutout spoiled in off tie, at Waldoboro.

TELEVISION
lrr.o

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR THE MONTH OF MAY

WE WILL BUY THE
TIRES ON YOUR CAR
DURING SEIBERLING'S "TRIP TO PARIS"

SAFETY TIRE CONTEST

WE OFFER A MINIMUM OF

$0000 ALL0WANCE
For the Set Of Four Tires On Your Car
In Trade For a Set of Four New

SEIBERLING SAFETY TIRES
Trade at
LESS
Than Cheaper Tires

FlKEPZOOr GAG46Z

YOU ^us
*2* J* Seiberling Safety

SAVE Economy and Guarantee

LET US APPRAISE YOUR TIRES AND SURPRISE YOU
WITH OUR TRADE PRICES

TAKE IT TD

PKEPKOOf

MARITIME OIL COMPANY

THEY CAN
REJUVENATE
ANY
CAR

AND

ROCKLAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
TEL. 8091

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

CALSO SERVICE STATIONS

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND CAMDEN UNION
50-8-66

56-T4c8-tf

96-6-tf
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
TALK OF THE TOWN
Edgar B. Crockett has purchased
the Keith Allen house at 76 Me
Social and community events chanic street and plans to occupy
sre solicited for this calendar. All lt the first of June.
are free and spac. here cannot be
purchased
Strictly commercial
Knox Lodge No. 29, IOOF. will
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted The decision of confer the Initiatory Degree Mon
the editor la final !
day evening on a class of candi
dates from Tenant’s Harbor.
May 30—Memorial Day.
May 31—Sacred Concert at St.
Peter's Church at 8 p. m.
A committee representing the
June 2—Rebekahs meet Odd Fel
Winslow-Holbrook-Merrltt, Post A.
lows Hall. 6.30 p. m„ Roll Call.
June 3—Lafayette Auxiliary will L.,
was
present
at
induc
meet Odd Fellows Hall, 6.30 p. m. tion center ln Rockland Monday to
June 4—Emblem Club meeting Elks
extend best wishes to the 21 men
Home, 8 p. m
June 4—Theta Rho Girls Club who left this area. The committee
meets at Odd Fellows Hall, 7 p.m. presented each man with an Am
June 5-7—The Maine Elks' Asso erican Legion
hospitality card
ciation. Silver Jubilee Conven
(honorary membership)
and a
tion at Augusta.
June 6—Open House and second pocket size story book.
anniversary observance by Holy
Trinity Lutheran Church in
Anyone having a relative buried
Thomaston.
June 6-7—National Association of at sea is invited to participate in
the service at the waterfront and
Postmasters in Bangor.
June 10—U .D J Gas Oboking cast a few blossoms into the ocean
School, Universalist Vestry, 2 as tributes to marine heroes of all
p. m. and 8 p. m.
June 11—The Rockland Extension wars today. Please be at GAR Hall
Association will meet in the before the parade or at Schofield
Farnsworth Museum.
White Park prepared to partici
June 12, 13, 14—Business & Pro
fessional Women’s Club, State pate when the parade reaches that
point.
Convention at Samoset Hotel.
June 14—Fing Day.
June IS, 17, 18—Maine Federation
Miss Sylvia Farris of Union was
of Women’s Clubs at Samoset.
June 19-20-21 — American Leg’on twice recognized during the Uni
versity of Maine annual spring
Convention ln Rockland.
June 22—Emblem Club Installation sports night activities Wednesday.
Elks Home, 8 p. m.
June 28—Meeting of Postmasters, j She was awarded a club emblem
at the Langsford House, Cape ln the university women’s rifle club
Porpoise.
and class numerals.
July 4—Independence Day.
July 16—Camden Garden Club
A well baby clinic will be held
Open House Day, 11 a. m. to
Monday afternoon in the Com
5 p. m.
July 31-Aug 1-2—Maine Seafoods munity Building from 2 to 4 p. m.,
Festival, Rorkland
with Dr. Wesley N. Wasgatt in at
Aug. 12—Owls Head Church Fair
tendance. Immunization will be for
at the Library.
diphtheria, whooping cough, teta
The fisheries firm of F. J. O’Hara nus and vaccination for smallpox
& Sons, Inc., has added the 110 will be given.
foot steel trawler Quincy to its
Levi Flint of Rockland, chief in
fleet and assigned it to Rockland
under command of Capt. James spector of the Maine Motor Vehi
Farrell of Owls Head. The O’Hara cle Department is one of a class of
27 traffic officials from all parts
fleet now totals 11 craft.
of the nation who has completed a
A picture of what may be the special course for selection and
traffic situation in a few weeks training of driver examiners at
came late Friday morning as holi Northwestern University in Evans
day weekenders arrived to add their ton, Illinois.
vehicles to the normally heavy city
traffic. At one time, cars and
Catholic Women’s Club of St.
trucks were bumper to bumper from Bernard’s Church will hold their
Park to Limerock streets while the annual banquet at Knox Hotel,
line trying to enter Main from Thomaston, Monday, June 1 at 7
School street extended to Union p. m. AU members are asked to
and those wishing to come out of meet at the Parish Hall at 6.30 p.
Tillson Avenue were lined up back m. Transportation will be available
to the John Bird Block. Just to for all.
make it a little tougher, a truck
driver for a Bangor firm tried to
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gregory of
turn right into Tillson Avenue from Glen Cove returned home Wed
the left hand lane of Main street nesday night from Boston where
traffic.
they had/ spent the past week, go
ing to attend the graduation exer
City Manager Farnsworth states cises of Gordon College of Theo
, that municipal road crews have logy and Missions, their daughter,
started burning tent caterpillar Nancy J. Gregory, receiving her
nests along city owned roadways. Bachelor of Sciegnce Degree.
At the same time, state highway She has been working as as
workers were taking care of the sistant secretary in the Ruggles
pests along state controlled high St. Baptist Church during the past
ways.
school semester as requirement for
her degree and wiU serve there as
The Smorgasbord supper staged church secretary during the month
Thursday night at St. Peter’s Un of June. She will be a councilor
dercroft was well attended and at the Pioneer Girls Camp at Al
proved a decided gastronomic and fred during the month of July, as
financial success. A similar supper in the previous two years; vaca
is planned for later tn the season tion during August and return to
when the summer folk can parti Ruggles St. Church in September
cipate and tables can be on the to assume her permanent duties
beautiful grounds around the as church secretary.
church.
BORN
Carpenter—At
Knox Hospital,
May 28, to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Carpenter, a son.
GENERAL BUILDER
DIED
CEMENT WORK
Burns — At Oamden, May 23,
Telephone 557
Bessie Farnum Burns, widow of
62-tf
Fred Burns, formerly of Vinaiha
ven.
Murdough—At Topsham, May 27,
Miss Cora E. Murdough, formerly
of St. George, age 76 years. In
terment was at North Parish Cem
Licensed Real Estate Broker
etery, Wiley’s Corner.
Business Opportunities

Coming Events

THOMAS J. IOTT

JAMES S. COUSENS

Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
170 MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1538

35-tf

RUSSELL
Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701

Our wide choice of
reasonable price*
applies to nearby
communilie* and
distant points.
D«v(s

FuneralHomes

THOMASTON - TEL. 192
BOCKLAHO-Ttx 8lO

ROCKPORT-TIL 2*24

It will be useless for anyone to
tell any member of the Rockland R.H.S.
Rotary Club that public speaking
is a lost art with the present gen
eration. The reason is easy to find
because the club had a remarkable
demonstration of just how capable
these youngsters are at yesterdays
meeting. The program consisted of
the winners of the contests held
Wednesday night. Marjorie Hart,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman j
M. Hart gave a -beautifully ren
dered cutting from the play "Mary '
of Scotland” by Maxwell Anderson
and John Bird, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frederic Bird presented Patrick
Henry’s “Give Me Liberty or Give
Me Death” with a spirit and fire
that delighted his hearers The
young people were applauded to the
echo.

Captain Walter E. Scott will be
back next Saturday with one of his
intimitable yarns for the Steam
boat column. That will be good
news to his admirers in this area,
and their number is legion.

Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald Presided
At State Gathering

Juniors Named to National Honor

IN SERVICE

07

/
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During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

TELS. $90—624-M
110-112 LIMEROCK IT.
ROCKLAND, MK
1-tf

i-nouo oy jura

SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND
NEW 5 ROOM

Ranch House

FOR SALE
Beautiful Panoramic View. See
owner on premises during week
end. Inquire for
« choosing a fnm3y mono*
ment, your choice is not
only for your lifetime, but
lor fenerations to come. We can
help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
of Ages family monuments. Each is
backed by a signed guarantee to
past beta, or your descendants.

I

WARREN
CAMDEN

liam E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Main Office-Showroom, Thomaston
Manufacturing Plant, East Union

TEL 98
TEL 2151

Knox-Lineeln-Waldo Counties
3-S-tf

OF
18-8-tf

GEORGE E. SEELEY
At Allard’s Lobster Pound

65’lt

Take Home Pay

Means More Than
High Wage
This is an era of big wages and
big salaries. But, after the ravages
of taxes and inflation are taken in
to account, our take-home pay and
our buying power is, in many cases,
much lower than it was in allegedly
less prosperous times.
The Foundation for Economic
Education recently published an in
teresting example of this. Back in
1950, baseball star Ted Williams
was given the mo6t lush contract
in the game’s history—an estimated
$125,000 a season. The prior high
was the $80,000 paid to the legen
dary Babe Ruth. So on the face of
it, Williams was earning more than
half again as much as Ruth.
However, after the deduction of
federal income taxes (and without
making allowance for any other
taxes) it turns out that Ruth’s 1931
take-home pay was $68,535 while
Williams take home pay was down
to $62,028. And when a further com
putation is made, and that takehome pay is translated into actual
buying power, it is found that Wil
liams' real income was but a little
more than half of Ruth’s.
Some people will answer that
they aren't concerned with the fi
nancial experience of people in
$80,000 or $125,000 income brackets.
Taxes bite deep into the medium
and low income groups too—after
all, the federal income tax rate
starts at 228 per cent and goes up
very fast from that bottom. And
certain kinds of Indirect taxes,
which constitute a large part of
the selling cost of food, clothes,
housing and everything else often
hit the man of moderate means
harder than the man of large
means.
The point is this: The
current drive to cut government
costs, balance the budget, and bring
about tax reduction is in every
body’s interest.

Who Gets the Most
Of the Dollars
You Spend
Who gets the most out of each
dollar that customers spend with
American business?
The answer varies substantially
from business to business, of course.
But lt is commonplace today for
typical enterprise, and especially
the larger enterprises, to pay more
money to government in taxes than
to any other group or agency.
Last year’s financial experience
of a leading oil company is very
much in point. Here is what hap
pened.
It’s employees received 14 3-4
cents out of each customers dollar.
And they were well paid indeed—
the average was $5,810 per em
ployee.
Profits came to 8 1-4 cents of
each customers dollar. But only 3
1-2 cents was paid out to the shareowners. The remainder, 4 3-4 cents,
was plowed back into the business
to help pay for expansion ar.d the
replacement of worn-out equip
ment.
Federal, state and local tax col
lectors got 18 1-2 cents out of every

iw

Pvt. Edward H. Gibbs, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hathome,
Birchcrest, Belfast, recently ar
rived at Fort Devens, Mass., from
a tour of army duty in Korea.
Gibbs, who entered the Army in
lit
March, 1951, served with Com
pany B of the 23d Infantry Regi r u
ment in Korea. He holds the
Combat Infantryman Badge and
the UN and Korean Service Rib
bons.
• • • •
Donald E. McMahan
, Army Pvt. Howard L. Dority,
Pvt. Donald McMahan son of Mr.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dority,
Lucy McMahan of Rockland grad
Route 1, Camden, was recently
awarded the Combat Infantryman uated today from the Ordnanc
at Aberdee
Badge for excellent performance of Specialist Course
duty while serving in Korea with Proving Ground, Md., as a trac
the 2d Infantry Division. A sym vehicle repairman.
•• • •
bol of the front-line fighting man,
vate
Dority,
a
rifleman in Com
the badge consists of a miniature
revolutionary war rifle mounted on pany I of the 9th Infantry Regi
blue, with a silver wreath. Pri- ment, joined the 2d Division las
July. He has also been awarde
• • . •
the Korean Service Ribbon ahi
John R.
Henderson, seaman,
the UN Service Ribbons. He en
USN. husband of the former Miss
tered the Army in July 1950 anJeannine Y. Wooster of Rockland,
was stationed at Fort Dix. N. J
and William Henderson, interior
before his assignment in the Fa
communications electrician third East.
class, husband of the former Miss
• • • •
June E. Foster of Noank, Conn.,
Pvt. Wendell C. Henderson, so;
both sons of Mr. and Mrs. Reginald of Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Hen
G. Henderson of 128 Main street, derson of 19 Wadsworth street
Thomaston, returned to the U. S. Thomaston, is receiving basi
Submarine Base here aboard the training at Camp Gordon, Ga. Hl
submarine rescue vessel USS Trin- address: Pvt. Wendell C. Hender
ga following an Armed Forces Day son, US §1159693, Co. 16, B.T.G
visit to New York, N. Y. The res S.C-R.TC., Camp Gordon, Ga.
•• • •
cue vessel held "Open House” for
visitors to inspect the craft.
The USS Mitscher was cornmis
• • • •
sioned May 15 at the Naval Ship
Pvt. Maynard Tolman has been yard in Boston.
Serving as part of the cornmis
transferred to another camp and
his address is as follow's: Pvt. May sioning crew aboard the first de
nard Tolman RA111269991, Co. B, stroyer leader is Charles H. Verril
5th Platoon, 701st MP Bn.. Port USN, husband of the former Mis
Knox, Kentucky. He would ap Beverly J. Brewer of 36 Oceai
preciate hearing from his friends. street, Rockland.

dollar customers spent for the pro
ducts of this company. In short,
government received more than five
times as much as the owners of the
business—and
one-quarter more
than the employees.
Many other companies report
similar experience. Vote-seeking
politicians often use attacks on
business as their stock in trade. But
it’s the tax dollars of such busi
nesses as this oil company that pay
a very large part of the huge costs
of government.

End Of Aid and
Start Of Trade To

helped to create a foreign marke
for the products of American agri
culture—in the year 1951 Indii
bought $330,000,000
worth o
American agricultural products
including $126,000,000
worth o
cotton.
Aside from the fact that trad,
is the only practical alternative U
pouring out billions in foreign all
at the expense of American tax
payers, this country needs th
products of other lands. As Presi
dent Eisenhower declared In hl
inaugural address, “For all our owi
material might, even we neet
markets in the world. Equally w
need vital materials and product
of distant lands.”

Be Desired

For social items in The Courier
t
Foreign trade is a complex Gazette. Phone 1044. City
subject. However, one fact is not
difficult to understand.
Trade
must be a two-way street.
FRIENDLIEST
An example of the constructive
force of foreign trade may be
found in the jute industry. The
IN TOWNI
Jute industry of India links the
farmers of America with the farm
ers of Asia and, in doing so ac
counts for two-way trade that is of
benefit to both. Manufacture of
TERMS AS LOW
burlap from the jute crop of In
dian Pakistan is India’s largest
Industrial enterprise. Burlap ex
ports by India to the United States
in 1951 accounted for 26 per cent
of India’s total dollar earnings and BITLER CAR A HOME SCPPL1
Rockland.
amounted to $80,000,000. About 80 470 Main Street
Tel $77
per cent ol the imports of burlap
by America are used for the pack
;x.
aging of agricultural commodities
(GOOD'YI
in burlap bags. The use of bur
TIRCS
lap bags by fanners in turn has

CREDIT PLAN

l25

A WEEK

FREEZER SALE

One 22 cu. ft. Unico, 5 yr. guarantee, only $445.00.
One 18 cu. ft. Coolerator, factory rebuilt,
guaranteed, $320.00
TRUCK TIRES

2 new 700'20 - 8 ply Miller Truck Tires
at $41.53, plus tax
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY AND SAI’S MONEY.
PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE.

Maine Blueberry Growers, Inc.
WEST ROCKPORT

TEL. CAMDEN 2686
65-66*68

pa,

Chester Brooks

PHONE THOMASTON 176

Ambulance Service

mwL
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Junior Class members of the National Honor Society were named at Rorkland High School Friday
morning. Selected on the basis ot scholastic achievements, character, service and leadership were, left to
right, Edward Baxter. Dorothy Greene and Beth Miller. Carol Stratton, also selected, was absent. Baxter
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward J. Baxter of West Meadow Road while Miss Greene’s parents are Mr. and
Mrs. Harold W. Greene of James street. Miss Miller is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Miller of
Rankin street and Miss Stratton the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Rupert Stratton of Beech street.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere
thanks and appreciation to friends
and relatives for the shower of
cards and for gifts sent me on my
birthday May 27.
65-lt
Mrs. Sarah Dorgan.

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR 70 YEARS

Funeral Home

’
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9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

BURPEE

S/Sgt. Elwy7n F. Henderson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Hen
derson of 19 Wadsworth street, is
stationed at Travis AFB, Calif., hfs
address is: S Sgt. Elwyn F. Hendersno. Apt. 38D, Waterman Park,
Fairfield, Calif.
• . * •

The annual Fellowship of the
Conservative Baptist Association of MAINE CENTRAL RR PASSENGER
Maine was held Wednesday and 1
Thursday at the United Baptist j INCOME UP—FREIGHT DOWN
Church of Old Town. The presi- I Net income of $96,219 over and expenses increased
$57,820 (or
dent, Rev. J. Charles MacDonald 1 above its fixed charges was earned 389 per cent.) Freight revenue de
of Rockland, presided.
by the Maine Central Railroad In creased $55,460 (or 2.77 per cent,)
The meetings included inspira April, it is shown in the monthly while passenger revenue Increased
tional periods of worship, prayer, financial statement made public at $1855 (or 1.11 per cent).
and praise, conducted by various the general offices of the road here
The ratio of operating expenses
pastors, Bible exposition by Dr. last night. This compares with net to operating revenues in April this
George Alden Cole of Portland, j income of $165874 earned by the year was 7534 as compared with
and stirring reports of the work I
road in April of last year.
7134 ip April 1952.
of Conservative Baptists at home ,
Revenues in April this year as
The statement for April and for
and abroad.
compared with the same month in the first four months, together with
Rev. Albert S. Taylor, Eastern
1952 showed a decrease of $46,135 comparison with the same period
Regional Director of the Conser
(or 1.78 per cent) and operating last year follows.
vative Baptist Association of
April 1953 April 1952 4 Mos. ’53 4 Mos. ’52
America, told of the national pro
$2,215,784 $2,256,919 $9,198,389 $9,868,192
gram, and of the new national Operating Revenues
1,667,130 1,609,311 6,758834 6.947,995
Operating Expenses
magazine.
548.654
Net Operating Expenses
646.608 2.439.855 2,920.197
Progress in home mission work Taxes
230,740
351,665 1,104.684 1,485,823
56,955
10,778
227,810
196.587
was told by pastors of new Equipment Rents
31,502
30,737
115,239
128,545
churches in Maine, by the mission Joint Fac. Rents—Dr.
229,457
Net Ry. Oper. Income
253,428
992,122 1,109,242
ary worker on Indian Island, and Other Income
11,234
14,409
65570
46.326
by Rev. Proctor Davis, who is Gross Income
240,691
267,837 1,057.692 1,155868
144,472
101.963
486.301
406,632
working among the Jewish popu Deductions—Rtl*. Int. etc
Net Income
96,219
165,874
571,391
748,936
lation in Boston.
Bold type—Deficit
The need on foreign fields was
presented by several missionary
30,000 veterans on the hospital,
appointees, Rev. Ralph Brown, who A New Angle Is
waiting list.
is going to India, Miss Bernice Foss
As of now, the veteran population
and Rev. and Mrs. Robert Hughey, Presented On Care
is increasing at the rate of nearly
who are going to the Belgian
Of Veterans
100.000 per month.
Congo.
As of now, Korean battle casual
Officers elected for the coming
Every normal American wonts to
year are: President, Rev. Edward do his duty ... by his family, his ties have passed the 131,000 mark—
Keazirian of Old Town; vice presi faith, his community and his coun and are still rising.
dent; Rev. J. Charles MacDon try. But nobody wants to be a vet
The Legion’s recommendations,
ald of Rockland; secretary, Rev. eran ... to kill or be kill ... to be established by a nation-wide sur
Quentin Johnson of Cambridge, crippled, or blind, or helpless, or vey conducted by its 600 rehabilita
and treasurer, Deacon Robert Ayer sick ... or to live henceforward ln tion officers, and presented to a
of Brewer.
9
the special purgatory of mental de House appropriations subcommittee
A warm spirit of fellowship was rangement.
by Commander Gough, are best
felt at all sessions, and all went
To be "taken care of” is not a summed up in his own words- "We
away with a renewed spirit of dedi
goal for fighting Americans. To be are not asking any tremendous,
cation to Christ, especially as
“rehabilitated" by the world's finest new commitments from the Con
shown in the Communion Service
medical brains and facilities does gress. We are asking the Congress
which closed the meetings.
not square the nation’s debt to the to make possible the honoring of
man who put aside his own career commitments previously made."
CARD OF THANKS
In addition, numerous Legion
I wish to express my sincere and gave his youth and health and
thanks to all of my friends for strength to his country. But care spokemen at the state level have
the cards and flowers, special
presented their Congressional dele
thanks to Dr. Earl and Emma Gillis and rehabilitation are the least gations with detailed and documen
for being so kind to my dear sister we can provide, and yet. . . as of
while she was in the hospital.
now ... we are failing to meet this ted evidence of impaired hospital
Sisters, Mrs. Edw. Lane, Mrs. debt of honor.
and medical facilities back home.
Clara Seaberg.
65* lt
But the matter should not rest
National Commander Lewis K.
Gough, of The American Legion, there. After all, this is the people’s
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our loved has charged that repeated reduc battle that the Legion has been
one who was killed in action on tions in the Veterans’ Administra fighting so valiantly. And the ques
Davoa. Mindanao Island. May 30.
tion operating budget have resulted tion will be decided in the budget1945
At twilight when twilight hour in “violation and evasion” of the fixing months of April and May by
draws near
nation's obligation to disabled vet 538 senators and representatives.
And sunset flames the sky,
Three of these men are concerned
erans . . . and that:
We think of you Dear Earl
As of now, there are some 10,000 with what you think. They are con
And the happy days gone by.
Thoughts of you come drifting empty beds ln VA hospitals, with cerned with the national debt and
back
so are you.
Within our dreams to stay
Perhape you should remind them
To know that you are resting
That Generations
that all Americans are concerned,
When the twilight ends the day.
too, with the national debt of hon
Lovingly
remembered.
sadly
'to Come may
missed. Grandfather, aunts, uncles
or to their battered defenders,
and cousins.
65*lt
which at best can only be repaid in
Remember
small part.
CARD OF THANKS
The V.F.W. Huntley-Hill Post
and Auxiliary wish to express their
The only time a waiter gets in
thanks to all who helped to make
bad
taking a tip is when it comes
their Annual Buddy Poppy Sale a
from the race track.
very big success. A special thank
you goes to the many children of
Thomaston and Rockland who
Read The Courier-Gazet-e
r-V-A
worked on it.
Fred Walker, chairman; Mrs.
Ruth Henderson, co-chairman.
65-lt
$4500.00
.

1-tf
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OPEN

FOR THE SEASON

OAKWOOD INN

MEMORIAL DAY

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO BUY—BUILD—IMPROVE—REPAIR
Easy Monthly Payments

SERVING DAILY 11.30 A. M. - 9.00 P. M.

We Still Claim the BEST In Food
SAME MANAGEMENT

TEL. 256-W3

Rockland Loan & Building Association
16 School St.

TeL 430

Rockland
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weekend with her parents, Mr. and

REAL ESTATE
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

fTVE-Room House and garage
for sale. Must have cash; 130
Thomaston St.
65*67

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

PROBATE COURT NEWS
[This Ia Not a Legal Advertisement]

Mrs. Herbert Hawes.

Charles Smith and Mrs. Zena
Nelson leave Memorial Day for a
week’s trip to Aroostook County.
Herbert Hawes was a business
visitor in Springfield, Mass, this
past week.
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs Sun
day will be observed by these or
ders attending the Methodist
Church Sunday, May 31. Services
at 10.46 a. m.

FOR SALE: Owls Head. 8-rm
Wills Allowed: Monira C Pills sixth account filed by The First
Cottage with bath. Refrig, range,
washer, all furn. Huge fireplace: bury, late of Rockland, deceased, National Bank of Rockland, Trus
2-car garage. Price $3900 SECUR Vivian Oakes of Portland and Len- tee; Irville C. Thurston, late of
ITY REAL ESTATE CO. Dorothy
Dietz. Camden 2117 or 8897
66-lt don C. Jackson of Rockland ap Union, deceased, fifth account filed
pointed executors; Ethel R. Bor by The First National Bank of
FARMS for sale: 90-acre Farm gerson late of Rockland, deceased. Rockland and Wilbur C. Thurston,
with orchard, asparagus
beds
$1800
In Lincolnville. 92-acre Carl O. Borgerson of Rockland ap Trustees; Stephen G. Prescott, late
Farm near beach, $4400 On Rt. pointed executor; Laura E. Poland, of Rockland, deceased* fifth ac
105. $3800. on Rt. 17. $4500 SE late of Friendship, deceased, Dr. count filed by Die First National
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
CURITY REAL ESTATE OO. F. H. Richardson of Medford. Bank of Rockland. Trustee; Ibrook
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
Dorothy Dietz. Camden 2117 or
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
8897
65-lt Massachusetts appointed executor, C. Cross , late of Rockland, de VINALHAVEN
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
Gilford B Butler of South Thom ceased. first and final account filed
accounts with The Courier-Gaxette. Count the Words—Five to a
MRS. EDWIN MADDOX
ARE YOU THINKING OF
aston appointed Agent in Maine; | by Leila G. Cross, Executrix; Eliza
Correspondent
Line.
BUYING? Consider!
Telephone 137
Rocklamd: Tvo Homes. 8 rooms, Harold W Vinal, late of Thomas beth F. Otis, late bf Rockland, de
both in excellent residential loca ton, deceased; Hattae P. Vinal of ceased, first account filed by Gil
tions. These homes are being of Thomaston appointed executrix; I bert Harmon, Trustee; Harvey L.
FOR
SALE
FOR SALE
fered far below replacement costs,
Stated meeting of Marguerite
Harry’ B Spalding, late of Owls , Perkins, late of Washington, de
TWO Out-board Motor Boats $10,500 and $12,000 Shown by ap Head, deceased. Walter Earl Mont ceased. first and final account filed Chapter OES will be held Monday,
SCOTTIE Puppies for sale.
pointment only.
Registered Call or phone MARION for sale; 15 ft. long, 4 ft. 4 In. I Camden: Very nice 4-room gomery of Owls Head appointed by Marguerite Salsbury. adminis June 1 at 730 p. m.
wide. 20 inches deep, oak frame, j
PODKOWA. Warren. Tel. 59-11
Mrs. Evelyn Moody and son Lin
tratrix; Helen H. Chatfield, late
65-67 cedar plank, 3'-i ft. decked over on House, every detail up to date. Oil executor.
wood of Thomaston were dinner
bow; good family boats or lobster' heat, priced to sell, $9250.
of
Rockport,
deceased,
first
ac

Pet.
for
Administration
Grant

BLACK Iron Kitchen Range fishing: they’re brand new. Very | Thomaston: Just off Route 1.
guests Wednesday of Mrs. Moodys
with oil burner for sale. TEL. 1615 reasonably pr ced. Call and see Large old farmhouse, large bam. ed: Estate, Herbert S. Hills, late count filed by Albert H. Chatfield,
after 6 p m______________ , 65-67 them at 15 HYLER ST., Thomas- I 80 acres. 40 tilled. Would make a of Union, deceased, Maynard H Jr. and William H. Chatfield, uncle Mr. and Mrs. George Geary.
fine rest home. Asking $9800
Linwood Moody is the catcher on
Hills of Rockland appointed ad executors; Anna J. Carleton, late
FOUR Pecan Ducks, for sale,
Just Listed
the Thomaston ball team.
of
Denver,
Colorado,
first
and
laying; 1 Drake. $2.25 each. $10.50
Rockland:
Southend.
small ministrator.
for lot; Female Canaries. $1.50
TO LET
3-room House, modernized. Lo
Mrs. Bessie F. Bums
Pets. For Confirmation Of Trus final account filed by Frank F.
MYRTLE NORD. E Friendship.
cated on triple lot. Very good tee Granted: Estates. Edward K Harding.
public
administrator;
Mrs. Bessie Farnum Burns died
64*66
FIVE Rooms and bath, upstairs neighborhood. $2000.
Leighton late of Rockland, de- Louis W. Hart, late of Camden, May, 23 in Camden, daughter of
SMALL Sturdy Bicycle plus Apartment on Park St. to let. Just I Before you BUY or SELL
j
ceased,
Boston Safe Deposit ana deceased, fourth account filed by Levi L., and Lucy Douglas Farn
See DON HENRY,
trainer wheels, for sale; 38 Tal been renovated. Adults only. For [
65*67 99 Park St,
Rockland. Maine Trust Company of Boston, Mass., The First National Bank of Rock um, sne was born in West Brooks
bot avenue. TEL. 8-J
64tf appointment CAIJ- 599 .
65-67 appointed Trustee; Edward K land. Trustee; Phillips L. Brown, ville, and came to Vinalhaven
TWO furnished Rooms with
NEARLY New Mattress for single
THREE-Room House and lot of Leighton, late of Rockland, de late of North Haven, deceased, first as a young girl. Here she married
bed or hospital bed for sale. flush to let. TEL. 1379-R, 34
SMITH. 222 Broadway. Tel. 1202. Pelton St.__________ 65tf land for sale. $500; 138 THOMAS ceased, Winifred S. Leighton of and final account filed by Elsie Fred Burns, who passed away sev
63*65
65*67 | Rockland and Boston Safe Deposit M. Brown, administratrix; Ellis
SIX-Room Apartment with flush TON ST
eral years ago, but was blessed with
DUO Therm Parlor Oil Heater to let. TEL. 135-W or Tel. 760.
FOR SALE
! and Trust Company of Boston, Brown of North Haven, first ac many friends and kind neighbors.
65tf I
for sale, good as new. TEL. 862.
Crescent Beach—8 rooms and Mass, appointed Trustees; Carroll count filed by Elsie M. Brown,
She is survived by two sisters,
63*65
LOG Cabin at Spruce Head, to sunporch. wide veranda. 2-car ga
N. Perkins of Waterville appointed guardian: Dennis Brown, of North Mrs. Clara Seabury of Niantic,
TRI ACTORS for sale:
Used let. Price reasonable. PERCIVAL rage. artesian well, large lot. Can
Haven,
first
account
filed
by
Elsie
Agent in Maine for Boston Safe
Farmall. Md. H with cultivators A. SAWYfiR. 35 Harden Ave., be winterized.
Conn., and Mrs. Annie Lane of Vi
65*67
M. Brown, Guardian; Dudley F.
1952 John Deere B. Aliis-Chalmers Camden. Tel. 2506 .
Nortons Pond—4-room Cottage ; Deposit and Trust Company.
nalhaven also three nieces.
WC. Ford with 2-way plow’s. John
Priv. bath. 2. 3. and 4-room Apts on the West shore, nice neighbors,
Pets. For License To Sell Real Wolfe, late of Rockport, deceased, j Services were held at the HeadDeere A. 1944 John Deere B. 1036 neat, clean, to let. fine loc., Rock less than five years old.
fourth
account
filed
by
Guaranty
Estate Granted: Estates, Dennis
ley Funeral Home on Tuesday af
John Deere B. John Deere L. John land, adults. TEL. Camden 2853
Craw-ford Lake—Here is a good
Trust Company of New York.
Deere MT. John Deere Craw’er. W.
64*65 buy in a four-room cottage, has Brown and Ellis Brown of North
ternoon, with Rev. W. S. StackTrustee;
Clarence
O.
Brazier
of
Haven, minors, presented by Elsie
5 PILLSBURY & SON. Waterville
house officiating. The bearers wer«
FIVE Rooms with bath to let. running water. $1750.
Tel. 613
62-S-65 Cooking and heating equipment,
West Rockport—A nice home, all M. Brown of North Haven. Guar Thomaston, twelfth account filed
Curtis Webster, Donald Webster,
1933 FORD Sedan for sale, hot water furnished. TEL. 708 modern and in excellent condi dian; Judith Ann Payson of by Brooks Brown. Sr., Guardian.
equipped with hydraulic brakes. or 273-M.
64 66 tion—buildings and brooder house Union; Guardian.
Pets. Probate Of Will Presented Henry Anderson and Fdward
for 1500 hens Several fruit trees
Also Studio Couch and Enamel
William Sansom, White. Interment was at Ocean
OFFICE Space to let in Cam
Accounts Allowed: Estates, Car- For Notice:
Range with oil burner; 47 Lawn den; also five apartments in Cam and 12 acres cf land, $6500.
late
of
Rockland,
deceased, Emma View cemetery. There were many
South
Thomaston
—
18-acre
Farm
lotta Adams Burns, late of Rock
Ave. TEL. 713-M.
64*66 den and Rockport. HASKELL &
good 5-room house, new bam, land, deceased, fifth account filed F Sansom of Rockland named beautiful floral offerings.
ICE Refrigerator in good con CORTHELL, Camden. Tel. 484
$5700.
executrix; Ernest L. Moody, late
dition for sale. 'TEL. 594-W or call
64-66
Broadway—Here is a beautiful by The First National Bank of
of Union, deceased, Linwood W.
at 642 Old County Rd.
64*lt
THREE-Rm. upstairs Apt. with House, ready to move into and not Rockland, Trustee; Zenas C. Mel
STROLLER. Play Pen. Carriage bath to let. $10 a week. ETHEL lift a finger, extra large living vin, late of Rockland, deceased, Moody of Union, named executor; WALDOBORO
for sale; also Glenwood Range HALL. 219 Rankin St.
Vilora M. Harden, late of Rock
64*66 room, beautiful dining room, good
MRS RENA CROWELL
kitchen, large front hall, shed, 4
with oil burners, and large Circu
land. deceased, Vivian L. Whittier
THREE-Room
Apartment
with
Correspondent
bedrooms, l’s baths, 2-car garage.
lating Heater. RICHARD THOMAS.
REAL ESTATE
of
Rockland
named
executrix;
bath,
to
let.
A.
ALAN
GROSSTelephone 250
4 Trim St. Tel. Camden 2179
No information given over the
65tf phone.
63*65 MAN, Tel. 760
GOOD Gravel Pit. also Blue Charles C. Tibbetts, late of Rock
FOUR-Room Furnished Heated
Thomaston—A large old colonial berry land and 2 Wood Lots for land. deceased. Frank M. Tibbetts
HARTSHORN Baby Carriage for
Dr. and Mrs. Peter Dickson and
sale. $20; Play Pen, $10. Both in Apt. to let from June to Novem Home. 3 fireplaces, 10 rooms, nice sale. C. S. CURTIS, Cushing, of Rockland named executor;
RF.D. 2, Box 102A.
60*65
excellent condition. MRS. E. L. ber. Adults preferred; 38 Talbot grounds. $7000.
son of Norway have been guests at
Thomas
W.
Beal,
late
of
Tenant's
This is only a sample of our oov64tf
SHORE frontage Cottage lots, Harbor, deceased. Arlene M. Brown Perry Greene’s.
TORREY. Tenants Harbor 47-11. Avenue. TEL. 8-J.
63*65
for sale. Tel. 439-M1 or write
MODERN
3-rcom
furnished erace. we have manv more.
Mrs. Marion Kaler of Gorham Is
CHARLES
E.
BICKNELL,
II,
MRS
MILDRED
WALDRON. of Tenant's Harbor named execu
NEW and Used. Ready-to-go Apartment with bath to let. TEL.
Real Estate
Spruce Head.
60tf trix; Charles Emerson Lord, late visiting her brother and sister-inFarm Equipment for sale: 1 and 1395-R._____________________ 63*65 Telephone 1574
509 Main Street
LARGE Lot, foundation for sale,j of Camden, deceased. Sally Purin law. Mr. and Mrs Samuel Stahl.
2-way Plows, Dis; and SpringPLEASANT two-room furnished
Rockland, Maine
tooth Harrows. Spreaders. John Apt. on Camden street to let. with
Mrs. John Begley of < Lawrence,
64-66 sewer, water cost over $2200 Will | ton Lord of Camden named execu
Deere Balers. Limesowers. Forage bath and elec. ref. TEL. 1219.
sacrifice
Inquire 158 TALBOT trix.
Mass., is a guest at the home of Mr.
REAL ESTATE
Harvesters, Water Pumps and
AVE.
50tf I
63tf
Pet. For Adm. C.T.A. Present and Mrs. Harold Perry, Pleasant
Short distance from Rockland,
Milk Coolers. For complete Farm
POUR Rm. unfurnished upstairs Cape Cod Style House with barned For Notice: Estate Lottie M street.
Equipment see W S PILLSBURY Apt. with shower, to let: 10 Laurel
garage attached. Owner has re LOST AND FOUND Hall, late of Rockland, deceased,
6 SON, Waterville. Tel. 613
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Patrick
designed. re-built from cellar to
62-S-65 St. Call 30 Oak St. TEL. 372-W.
61tt roof: 7 rooms with all modem
NOTICE is hereby given of the | The First National Bank of Rock wore ,n Portland Tuesday.
FORD Tractor with hydraulic
FURNISHED Cottagos to let.
Miss Ethel Hazelwood of West
new hot water heat loss of Deposit Books numbers land. named administrator, c.t.a.
hoist and shovel for sale. Price MRS. L S. MILLS. Pleasant Beach conveniences,
Pets. For Adm. Presented For Rcxtoury, Mass. is spending a week
ing system with Timken oil burn 11796 and 11797 and the owners of
$875. BEE LINE SERVICE. 60 South Thomaston. Maine.
saifl
books
ask
for
duplicates
in
61tf er. gas hot water burner for sum
Notice: Estates, Clara L. Be loin, at Stahl’s Tavern.
New County Rd.
63-65
LARGE furn. Room to let at 24 mer usage. Beautiful grounds to accordance with the provisions of
Mrs. Lila Lovejoy and Mrs. Eve
“STANDARD" Kitchen Range School St. Kitchen privileges if rear of house, plenty of privacy. the State Law’ KNOX COUNTY late of Camden, deceased, Norman
TRUST OO bv Lendon Jackson. J. Beloin of Camden named ad lyn Dalton will be guest candidates
with Lynn burner and attachments desired. TEI,. 1448-J.
55tf Land adjoins small body of water. Treas.. Rockland, Me.
for sale. Very reasonably priced.
ministrator; Lois M. Creighton,
Fireplace In kitchen. living room
REAR Office of two rooms to let. and dining room. All plumbing new May 23. 1953 .
62-S-68 late of Thomaston, deceased. Le- at Fond-du-t»c Chapter OES in
TEL 830.
64-66
Washington, June 3.
All modern, in the Carini Block copper tubing, new bathroom.
ONE Set Computing Scales.
titia C. Weston of Thomaston
Clark's Flower Shop. Tel. Owner will sell at a reasonable
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Abbott are
PHILIP BRAMHALL, Friendship, over
WANTED
1493-J______________________ 55tf price. This house not priced be
named administratrix; Dorothy visiting relatives in Auburn.
Me. Tel. Waldoboro 99-13 after
FIVE-Room Apt. to let, all mod yond your means. Shown by ap5 p. m.
63*65
MAN wanted for Poultry Farm. M. Taylor, late of Washington,
The Samba Club meet with Mrs.
em Improvements, adults only. appointment.
Inquire 27 ERIN STREET. Thom deceased. Norman Jones of Wash George Coombs Tuesday night.
ONE 1800-lb. Draft Horse, har TEL. 1285. 6 Talbot Ave.
Camden: 8-room House in one of aston.
52tf
64*66 ington
namedadministrator;
ness, wagon, sled, for sale. Very
SANDING Machine and polisher very beu sections of town. Front
Bridal Shower
clever and sound. Priced reason
MIDDLE-Aged Woman to care Sarah A Sansom, late of Rockland,
age of 90 feet and lot is at least
to
let.
Also
a
Wall
Paper
Steamer
able. TEL. 408, Rockland Me
Mrs. Helen Perry entertained the
300 feet deep; 8 apple trees, one for elderly lady wanted. Days, or deceased. John C. Sansom of RockInquire
at
SEA
COAST
PAINT
63*65
live in. TEL. 332-R.
64*66 lond. named administrator; John E. following guests Wednesday eve
CO., 440 Main St,____________ ltf peach tree and raspberry bushes.
MAN’S Set Golf Clubs and Ny
Four elm trees in front and sev
BOY of high school age wanted Davis, late of Thomaston, de ning at a bridal shower for Miss
lon Bag for sale, 3 woods 5 irons ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts, eral in the beautiful back yard. for summer job. Apply ROUND
ceased. George H. Davis of Port Jeanne Frye. Guests were Mrs.
to let on Willow St. TEL. 939 or This house has 4 rooms down and TOP DAIRY. 632 Main Street.
and DUtter. $50. TEL. 1385.
lOltf 4 bedrooms with bath upstairs.
82*65 1219
named
administrator;
___________________________ 64-66 Clyde
Joseph Bend, late of Rockland,
ASSORTED Tulips for sale. $1 00 HEATED and unheated furn. Several all-weather window.’ New
I,AWNS
to
mow.
wanted
Call
per dozen. MRS. JANICE HALL. »pts. to let. V. F STUDLEY. 77 American Radiator hot water boil JACK HOOPER. West Meadow deceased, Walter Willie Bend of
I. WILLIS R. VINAL, Register
Warren. Maine
63*65 Park St Tels. 8060 and 1234. tf er. oil. This Is a closed hot water Road. Tel. 179-R.___________ 54’66 Ames. New York named adminis of Probate for file County of Knox,
heating system
Cost only $175
POWER Plant for sale. 3000 watts.
in the State of Maine, hereby
per year to heat this house. New
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and trator.
115 volt. 60 cycle AC. 11 h. p. water MISCELLANEOUS electric hot water heater. Slate Batteries wanted MORRIS GOR
certify that in the following es
Accounts
Presented
For
Notice:
cooled motor, start from inside
tates the persons were appointed
roof on main house, barn, new DON A* SON 6 Leland St Tei
Adriel U. Bird, late of Rockland, administrators, ‘executors, guar
house, nice condition, $350; Gas
MECHANICAL Service and Re asbestos shingles.
This house £23-W
98tf
Refrigerator. 8 cu. ft., good run pair Shop. Call A B HIGGS shown bv appointment only. Ex
deceased, first and final account dians and conservators and on the
LAWN Mowers wanted to sharp
ning condition, about 9 yrs. old. Rockville. Tel. Rockland 252-M3 clusive with us.
filed by Edward P. Garland of dates hereinafter named.
en
on
first-class
machine.
THE
$75; Manifold, brand new. water
62-8*71
HARRY A. TOCMP6ON. late of
We have an 80-acre Farm with FIX-IT-SHOP, 138 Camden St Wellesley, Mass, and Sidney M.
cooled, for Gray 4-41 marine en
Union, deceased
May 19. 1953
HAVE VOU PROBLEMS? ~
30 acres in cultivation and 50 in Tel. 1091-W.
63tf Bird of Reading, Mass., executors; Mary
gine. $35; Water Pump. DcmingM Thompson of Union was
Send five questions. $1.00. stamped timber of both hard and soft wood.
Briggs-Straton motor, used little envelope
James
P.
Gaston,
of
Vinalhaven,
appointed administratrix ar.d qualREV RUTH MATHIAS This also includes L of a mile of
$75; 16 ft. Heavy Boat, wide beam advisor. 827
final account filed by William ried by filing bond on same date.
Broadway. Everett, shore front of a lake where there
draws less than 12”. Safe, sea Mass.
A
GOOD
JOB
page reading enclosed. Is good fishing and bathing. Sev
HARCLD W. VINAL, late of
Gaston, guardian; Caroline J.
worthy. No time for boating. $i35 Prompt Full
reply.
153-S-tf eral young apple trees and blue
May 19.
Tobey, late of Thomaston, de Thomaston, deceased.
Worth a lot more. Write The
berry land House in good general
1953 Hattie P Vinal of Thomaston
OUTBOARDS REPAIRED
Mansion. R.F.D 1. Union or call
ceased first account filed by Mau was appointed executrix, without
repair.
Electricity
and
gas.
This
All makes, 2 mechanics for out located on good black top road
H. L. BURKE. West Appleton 5-19
FOR YOUNG MAN or
rice W Lord, executoi; Fred W bond.
63-65 board work. Mercury outboard re Very good hunting in this area.
Elwell, late of Camden, deceased,
HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR
LAURA E POLAND, late of
pairs a specialty.
TEE Nee Boat Trailers a com
Would make ideal summer home
May 19.
OUTBOARD RENTALS
Working Around the Plant
1 first and final account filed by Friendship, deceased.
plete trailer $89.95 to $182.95. No
and
hunting
lodge.
Priced
at
All brands. Day, Week or Month.
Jessie Elwell, executor; Damon S 1953 F H. Richardson of Medford.
Exclusive with us.
Two
accessories to buy LEADBETTER New and used outboards for sale $5000
of the
Massachusetts was appointed execu
very good wells.
MACHINE CO , Camden, Maine.
Hall, late of Appleton, deceased, tor and qualified by filing bond on
CHAIN SAWS
62-74
Ten
minutes
southeast
of
Rock

first
and
final
account
filed
by
Ada
same date. Gilford B. Butler of
Disston and Clinton Chain saws
VEGETABLE and Flower Seed See the New Clinton Saw 20” Blake land. beautiful 7-room House with
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Apply at the Plant
lings. Petunias Pansies. Memorial only $239 50 Delivery in Camden. barn-garage and several small
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61*65
Lendon C. Jackson of Rockland
WILL take care of Children at Katherine King, administratrix.
and end heater. Furnace is two
were appointed executors, without
NEW 13-ft. 6emi-V Eottom Boat
years old, hot air with humidifier, my home days. CALL 747-W.
for sale. Marine Plywood, can be
bond.
__________________________ 64tf
oil. New electric hot water heater.
used with oars or outboard motor
JENNIE E. GRAY, late of Rock
Frontage 300 feet more or less;
C. E. FENDERSON
FIVE
h.p.
Outijoard
Motor
wantNED MILLS. So. Hope. Tel. Union
land. deceased. March 17, 1953
depth about 200. Beautiful view ed. Must be ill*- good condition. UNION
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63*66
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’
arence E Gray of Rockland was
of water. Large shady trees. This State price and make
Write MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Tel. 1314 Rockland or
appointed administrator and quali
really makes for pleasant living. C.JD., % The Courier-Gazette.
ONE used l2ty-lnch floor model
62051 Old Orchard Beach
Correspondent
fied by filing bond on April 29.
mahogany Motorola TV $155 One Go anywhere 25 miles from here. House insulated in attic and north
60*65
Telephone 10-34
side.
1953
used spinner-type Easy Washer
65*70We have a combination store and
CHILDREN
wanted
to
care
for
$35. One slightly used model 530
HARRY B SPALDING, late of
by
day
or
week.
2
years
and
up.
5-room upstairs apartment located
Wild range oil burner pump. $25
Owl’s Head, deceased. May 19,
FOR EXPECTANT
Practical
nurse
’s
training
Rea

Lakeview Cemetery Association
in a small town and in very good
W H EMERY Tel. 590-W or call
For information will hold their annual meeting 1953 Walter Earl Montgomery of
MOTHERS ONLY
general repair. Showcases, elec sonable rates.
at 28 Pacific St.
55tf
Owls Head was appointed executor
CALL
1045-W
Good
opportunity
If you guess exact day of arrival,
computing scales, refrigerator;
Tuesday evening June 2, with Mrs. and qualified by filing bond on
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workers.
63-65
gas pumps, plenty of parking
May 20. 1953
der tor saie, completely overhauled ;eat. Register now at MEREDITH
A MEDICAL Secretary with spe Nan Burns.
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of
Methodist
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hospital
training
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for
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TRAP STOCK!
9arah C. Drummond of Union was
We have on hand a coniolete
SINGER Sewing Mfg Co. Sales able to make a comfortable living. Department Call KNOX COUNTY ner to the public on Tuesday, June appointed administratrix and qual
line of newly cut lobster trap stock Service and Repair. Write or Call The former -vner did a very good GENERAL HOSPITAL. Rockland,
2. Dinner committee is Christine ified by filing bond on May IB,
tor- sale
INDEPENDENT LOB 258 Water St, Augusta, Tel. 3770 or business, $4000.
for an appointment.
54tf
Barker. Margaret Gleaaon, Au- 1953.
STER COMPANY, Rockland. Tel. Rockland Rep., John C. Benson.
We have several cottages on salt
DONT discard your old or
HERBERT S HILLS, late of
Broadway,
Rockland,
TEL water and several islands for sale. antique furniture
303
47tf 376
Call H. JOHN byne Hawes and Hattie Davis.
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May 19, 1950
836-W______ ________ 144-tf
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S
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Hawes
of
Boston
NEwMAN
for
restoring
and
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48
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Tel
SBOOND-Hand
Furniture
bought
also, short settees for sale TOUTS
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appointed
administrator
and
Tel. 1538
«t»
LTJRREAULT, SR, Tel. Warren and sold. Tel. 1374-W. C W. 170 Maverick Street,
qualified by filing bond on May
___________________
65lt
SEWALL
107tf
33-21
S3tf
MRS E B SLEEPER will be
19. 1993.
at home. 239 Oedar St. and is pre
ETHEL R. BORGERSON, late
JOHN Deere Manure Spreader
CLAYT
BITLER
pared to make dresses, suits, coats,
of Rockland, deceased
May 10,
tor sale
Good as new
EUGENE
FURNISHED COTTAGES
CALSO
and all kinds of furwork Altera
Wants to See YOU About 1953 Carl O. Borgerson of Rock
FEYLBR. Waldoboro. Maine, RFD
MAINE
ESTATE
tions
on
same.
Reasonable
prices
land was appointed executor and
174.
46-68
RANGE — FUEL
SAFETY HARBOR. FLORIDA
TEL. 36_____________________ 54tf
qualified by filing bond on May
VenetianBlind*—Window Shades
Class to SL Petenburg, Clear
good
ear
36. 1963.
IF you want the beat auto body
All Colors and Styles
water and Tampa.
and fender work, come to ROWL
Attest:
Free installation and estimates
Write fer Infmutton eimalae
TEL. 1371
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once Ior 50 rents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents each Ior each line, hal/ price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads” so called, I. e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaxette
office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH

Notices of Appointment

FOR ALL SUMMER

REGAL LOBSTER CO. Inc.

Cesspools, Septic Tanks
and Cellars Pumped Out

/^

MARITIME OIL CO.

TeL 838. UNITED HOMS SUPPLY
OO, 673 Main 8t, dtj.
utt

86-tf

ING'S
OARAGE, 778 Main Street.
139-tf
Rockland.
47tf

TIRES

WILLIS R

VINAL, Register.
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Dorothy Paul, Mrs. Leavitt Storer.
Mrs. Freda Genthner, Mrs. John
Cooney, Miss Faye Winchenbaugh,
Mrs. Dorothy Andrews. Mrs. Rob
ert Gilchrist, Mrs. Mildred Damon,
Mrs. Joan Dore, Mrs. Belle Maxey,
Mrs. William Zucchi, Mrs Joan
Weston, Mrs. Eleanor Forbes, Mrs.
Alice Hanrahan, Mrs. Richard Paul,
Mrs. Sally Martin, Mrs. Edith
Brown all of Waldoboro. Mrs. John
Begley of Lawrence. Mass., and Mrs.
George Frye of Harrington. Those
who sent gifts but were unable to
attend were Mrs. Carl Wight. Mrs.
Malcolm Barter,
Mrs. Prances
Gross, Mrs. Helene Dow, Mrs. Don
ald Hobbs, Mrs. Pauline Miller,
Mrs. Edith Hall Newcastle.

TENANT’S HARBOR

Harlan Black. Mrs. Jessie Harris,
Mrs. James Davis. Mrs. Samuel
Davis, Miss Patricia Dorrie, Mrs.
Howard Lowell and Miss Fannie
Long.

A

Tenant's Harbor Baptist Church

Morning worship service at 10.30.
"Be not deceived, God is not
mocked" will be the sermon-topic
by the pastor. Rev. M. B. Gile. The
Church Bible School will meet at
11.40. The St. George High School
baccalaureate service will be held
at 7 p. m. Rev. John Sawyer will
deliver the sermon using for his
subject the class motto, “Onward
Is Our Aim.” A women's chorus
will sing two selections. “The Hand
That Holds Me Steady” and “Let
Me Not Think the Price Too High.”
Several clergymen from St. George
will have part in the service.

I

Surprise Shower

A surprise bridal shower was
held in the church vestry Wednes
day evening for Miss Rachel Gile,
whose marriage will take place
June 6. Miss Gile received many
lovely gifts. Refreshments were
served by Miss Edith Murray, and
Mrs. Frederick Elwell.
Present
were Mrs. Henry Lowell, Mrs. James
Paterson, Mrs. Harry Paterson, Mr.
and Mrs. Wilfred Hooper and chil
dren, Judy and Paul; Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick Elwell and son Russell;
Mrs. Mae Singer and daughter
Idella; Mrs. Harlan Bragdon, Rev.
and Mrs. J. T. Holman, Mrs. Henry
Bryant, Mrs. Harriet G. Wheeler,
Ida and Edith Wilson, Mrs. Gussie
Chadwick. Gwendolyn Chadwick,
Mrs. Paun Littlehale, Dorinda
Littlehale, Mr. and Mrs. Rodney
Simmons. Mrs. Lovisa Lowell, Eva
Lowell, Miss Edith Murray, Rev.
and Mrs. Millard Gile, Miss Bethel
Gile, Miss Mabel Barter, Arthur
Ingersoll, Robert Ball, James Bald,
Mrs. Alice Murphy. Mrs. Mabel Wil
son. Unable to attend but sending
gifts were Mrs. Henry Allen, Mrs.

MATINICUS
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Ames were
recent Rockland callers.
Harold Ames has been in Rock
land a few days recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Young and
daughter Jeannette spent a few
days on the mainland the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Thompson
are in Rockland on business.
Mr. and Mrs. A M. Ripley are
spending two weeks on the main
land.
Sherwin Philbrook went to Rock
land Wednesday.
Dawn Bither of Camden has been
visiting Emily Philbrook.

Massive toggle presses weighing a
million pounds are used by Fisher
Body in stamping out the turret
tops used on all General Motors
cars. The combined slide tonnage
exerted by one of these monsters in
shaping a roof panel totals 2,140
tons.

PROBATE NOTICES
STATE OF MAINE

To all persons interested in'
either of the estates hcreinaftet
named:
At a Probate Court held at
Rockland, in and for the County
of Knox, on the nineteenth day of
May. in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and fiftythfee, and, by adjournment from
day to day from the nineteenth
day of said Mav, The following
matters having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter 1
indicated it is hereby ORDERED: ‘
That notice thereof be given to |
all persons interested, by causing
a copy of this order to be published ,
three w*eks successively in The ,
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
lished at Rockland, in said Coun- j
ty, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at eaid 1
Rockland on the sixteenth day of
June. A D. 1953 at nine o'clock in
the forenoon, and be heard there
on if they see cause.
THOMAS PORTER DRUMM.
late of Providence. Rhode Island
deceased
Exemplified copy of
Will and Probate thereof, together
with a Petition for Probate of
Foreign Will, asking that the copy
of said Will may be allowed, filed
and reoorded in the Probate Court
of Knox Oounty, and that Letters
Testamentary issue to Lilias Aikman Drumm of Providence. Rhode
Island, without bond.
ERNEST O. BROWN, late of
Union, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Lloyd L. Brown
of Hope, he being the executor
named therein, without bond.
THOMAS W BEAT,, late of Ten
ants Harbor, deceased Will and
Petition for Probate thereof ask
ing that the same may be proved
and allowed and that Letters
Testamentary issue to Arlene M.
Brown of Tenants Harbor, she be
ing the executrix named therein,
with bond.
CH ARIES C. TIBBETTS, late of
Rockland, deceased Will and Pe
tition for Probate thereof asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Frank M Tib
betts of Rockland, he being the
exector named therein, without
bond.
WLI .LIAM SANSOM. late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Pe
tition for Probate thereof asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Emma F. Sansom
of Rockland, she being the execu
trix named therein, without bond.
VLLCKRA M. HARDEN, late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Pe
tition tor Probate thereof asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Vivian L. Whittier
of Rockland, she being the execu
trix named therein, without bond.
ESTATE LOUISE BEALE ECK
ERT. late of St. George, deceased.
Will and Petition for Probate
thereof asking that the same may
be proved and allowed and that
Letters of Administration, with the
Will annexed, be issued to Green
wich Trust Company of Green
wich. Connecticut, or some other
suitable person, without bond.
ELMER E. SPRAGUE, late of
Appleton, d”ceased. Will and Pe
tition for Probate thereof asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Francis W.
Sprague of Roelindale. Massachu
setts, he being the executor named
therein, without bond.
ESTATE LOTTIE M HALL, late
of Rockland, deceased. Will and
Petition for Probate thereof ask
ing that the same may be proved
and allowed and that Letters of
Administration, with the Will an
nexed. be issued to The First NaI tional Bank of Rockland. Rock
land, Maine, or some other suit
able person, without bond.
ESTATE FLORENCE G DAWES,
late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
tion lor Administration asking

that Hilton T Murphy of Scar
borough, or some other suitable
person, be appointed administra
tor, without bond
ESTATE ALBERT R. NOYES,
late of Union, deceased. Petition
for Administration asking that
Cedric A Noyes of Union, or some
other suitable person, be appointed
administrator, without bond.
ESTATE ELIZABETH M BRAD
FORD, late of Tenants Harbor, de
ceased
Petition for Administra
tion asking that The First Na
tional Bank of Rockland. Rock
land. Maine, or some other suit
able person, be appointed admin
istrator, without bond.
ESTATE JOHN E. DAVIS, late
of Thomaston, deceased Petition
for Administration asking that
George H Davis of Port Clyde, or
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed administrator, without
bond.
ESTATE LCLS M CREIGHTON,
late of Thomaston, deceased. Peti
tion for Administration asking
that Letitia C Weston of Thom
aston. or som; other suitable per
son. be appointed administratrix,
with bond.
ESTATE DOROTHY M. TAY
LOR. late of Washington, deceased.
Petition for Administration asking
that Norman Jones of Washing
ton, or some other suitable person,
be appointed administrator, with
out bond.
ESTATE SARAH A. SANSOM,
late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
tion for administration asking that
John C. Sansom of Rockland, or
some other suitable person, be
appointed administrator, without
bond.
ESTATE JOSEPH BEND, late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition for
Administration asking that WalteT
Willie Bend of Ames. New York, or
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed
administrator, without
bond.
ESTATE ADRIEL U. BIRD, late
of Rockland, deceased. First and
P.nal Account presented for al
lowance by Edward P Garland of
Welleslev. Massachusetts and Sid
ney M Bird of Reading. Massachu
setts. executors.
ESTATE JAMES P GASTON of
Vinalhaven. Final account pre
sented tor allowance by William
Gaston, Guardian.
ESTATE CAROLINE J TOBEY,
late of Thomaston, deceased. First
Account presented for allowance
by Maurice W. Lord. Executor.
ERNEST L MOODY, late of
Union, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof asking
that the same may be proved and
allowed and that Letters Testa
mentary issue to Linwood' W.
Moody of Union, he being the
executor named therein, without
bond.
ESTATE ANNA J. THORN
DIKE. late of Rockland, deceased.
First and Final Account presented
tor allowance by Frank F. Hard
ing, executor.
ESTATE CLARENCE M TAY
LOR, late of Camden, deceased
First and Pinal Account presented
for allowance by Evelyn M. Tay
lor, Executrix.
ESTATE IMOGENE H DOE,
late of Camden, deceased. Petition
for
Administration,
d.b.n_c.t.a.,
asking that Prank S. Black of
Wellesley, Mass., and William P.
Black of Winchester. Mass., or
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed administrators, d.b.n.c.t.a,
MARGARET B HALIOWELI,,
late of New York. New York, de
ceased. Exemplified copy of WiU
and Probate thereof, together with
a Petition tor Probate of Foreign
Will, asking that the copy of said
Will may be allowed, filed and
recorded in the Probate Court of
Knox County, and that Letters
Testamentary issue to N. Penrose
Hallowell of New York, New York,
without bond.
Witness. HARRY E. WTLBUR,
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
WELLI6 R. VINAL. Register.
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Fastest Growing Annuals

Flower in Forty Days

AMATEUR FARMERS 4-H HEADED

MAINE DAIRY DAY OBSERVANCE

BY DAVID KONTIO; MRS. LUSH

WILL INCLUDE OPEN HOUSE ON

VISITS CLUB IN CAMDEN

FARMS AND SPECIAL EVENTS

West Rockport

Rare is the poultryman who en
joys complete freedom from disease
ain his flock from baby chick stage
on. Probably the simplest task Is
raising a flock of broilers to 10 weeks
or so. Quite often a nearly perfect
flock goes to market at this age.
Practically always there is some
mortality during the first few days
but this is allowed for in the two
extras supplied with each hundred
chicks.
Coccidiosis is controlled by drugs
of proven worth such as sulfaquinoxaline or Megasul. Newcastle is
prevented by day old innoculation.
Bronchitis is a gamble, but in some
areas, especially those not too close
ly populated with birds, flocks often
get by without any respiratory disease. Worms are always a possible
W menace, but birds are frequently
run through without worms, or at
least not enough to give trouble.
For a man raising heavy roasters,
which usually means keeping the
cockerels to from 14 to 16 weeks,
the road gets somewhat rougher.
For one thing, the loss of a bird
costs the raiser progressively more,
lt is quite different to lose a three
pound bird worth considerably less
than a dollar than to lose a five
and a half pounder worth at times
over two dollars. Unless the birds
have been given bronchitis they are
always subject to an outbreak.
Either way there is always the prob
lem of air sac disease to worry about.
The immunity to Newcastle wears
off before roasters are sold, so that
to avoid risk of this disease, one
must wing web at say 10 or 11 weeks
Many take this risk unless there is
an epidemic of Newcastle.
But there is one thing that can
be said for the broiler and roaster
producers, they get a fresh start
every three to four months.
As I said before, the area in which
you live has something to do with
your success with broilers. If you
can get by without respiratory you
have reached first .base. But there
is a great variation in the amount
of damage that respiratory can do.
*1 speak from experience for I have
my share of respiratory troubles.
The bronchitis viruses are insidious
creatures that can merely give the
birds a gentle pat or a death blow.
A flock ridden with cocci can be
torn to pieces by bronchitis.
Healthy flocks may breeze through
with a few sniffles and perhaps a
day or two off feed, or the chronic
respiratory or air sac virus may
follow bronchitis and wreak havoc.
I heard the statement at a recent
poultry meeting by a man who
should know that chronic respira
tory has been known to last two
years in a test flock of hens.
But air sac varies greatly in the
damage it can do. Actual mortalTty ranges from less than one to
as high as 40 per cent and even
more. Even though the death rate
may be low, it can keep the birds so
thin that they have to be sold'at
a discount. Thus, the grower loses
twice, both on poor feed conversion
and a cut in price. On the other
hand, a flock may wheeze and
sneeze its way through the last few
weeks before sale and cough its way
to market at practically normal
weight.
Bad news travels fast and reports
of broiler flock trouble are spread
so widely and talked about so much
that many get the idea that raising
a broilers is a terrific gamble. I used
■to say that same thing, but I am
beginning to think that raising
broilers is no more of a gamble than
almost any kind of business.. A
certain amount of luck often plays
an important part in any business
There is no such thing as absolute
security for man or beast. Perhaps
that is why it appears to be im
possible to stamp out all forms of
gambling.
But we can lessen some gambles
such as broiler raising by certain
precautions along the way. Perhaps
the most important thing is the abil
ity to spot trouble before it gains
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BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY
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headway and act quickly and in
telligently. The man who fulfills
these qualifications in other lines
of work is almost sure to become
a good broiler raiser if his interests
should turn in that direction. It
might be possible for a flock to run
through with little attention ex
cept plenty of food and water but
that is so unlikely that it would not
be worth trying.
Take bronchitis. It is often poss
ible to spot the disease three or
days before there is actually sneez
ing. A sharp eye will detect too
many ruffled feathers, evidence that
the birds are feverish because they
huddle too closely in the corners or
around the stoves if they are lit.
A high level dose of sulfaquinoxaline
is generally in order just to make
sure they are as free from cocci as
possible. A three or four day feed
ing of aureomycin mash may help
some as it builds up feed intake over
a short period and possibly has
some alleviating effect. The ex
perts also recommend extra heat
and extra ventilation.
If the birds come out of it quickly
we are on the way again with a
certain amount of relief that that
bridge has been crossed. At least,
we do not have to worry about the
birds catching this particular dissease again.
If a severe case of air sac developes, the chances for profit from this
particular flock are dim. but the
smart operator can keep his finan
cial loss down by giving the birds
all possible care and watching the
market closely. Generally, such a
flock should be sold as quickly as
possible so as to get a new start.
Sometimes when the market is ris
ing, it may pay to hold for a few
days to get the extra pennies per
pound. It is a disappointing exper
ience but what business makes profit
on every operation?
You hear a lot of criticism on the
amount of time some operators
spend with their birds. That crit
icism is unjust often times.
The
birds do not seem to care about any
human company, in fact a peek into
the pen sees them much more tran
quil with no one around. When they
are young enough to require heat,
it is essential that the brooders are
checked frequently for a cold brood
er means dead or damaged chicks.
After they are free of the heat,
checks should be made often enough
to see that food, water and ventila
tion are O. K„ but they can be left
alone for extended periods of time
without harm.
The competent
raiser can spot trouble almost at
a glance. It may take some time
for him to determine the trouble
but he is seldom wrong. There is
a certain rhythm to a flock of heal
thy, contended birds that is lacking
when the birds are upset for any
cause.
If vour neighbor is raising a lot
better flock of birds than you time
after time, check up on him and
you may learn why. He will prob
ably be glad to come over and take
a look at your flock and perhaps
he can tell some of the answers. If
you are not raising good broilers
by and large, there Is almost sure
to be a definite cause that probably
can be eliminated. Ask your ser
vice man for help. Anyway, get on
the ball.

Coccidiosis
Bulletin Issued

By University
"Combatting Coccidosis"
is the
title of a newly issued circular of
the Agricultural Extension Service
of the University of Maine.
•'Coccidiosis might be termed the
universal disease among poultry,
pointe out the brief circular. '"Who
ever raises chickens faces the prob
lem of coccidosis control. It is a
disease primarily of growing chic
kens, from two to 20 weeks of age."
Since coccidiosis is a problem
which all poultrymen must face,
this new circular will be distributed
widely. Maine poultrymen wishing
free copies may contact County
Agent Gil Jaeger Rockland Extcntion Service office or write to the
Agricultural
Extension
Service.
University of Maine. Orono. They
should ask for Maine Extension
Circular 276. "Combatting Cocci
diosis.’'
The circular covers such topics
as how coccidiosis acts, control by
prevention, control through man
agement, prevention with drugs,
and treatments for the disease.
Authors of Circular 276 are Drs

J

Franklin

Witter

and

Jerry

L.

Rountree, of the animal pathology
department,

and

Frank

D-

Reed.

Extension Service poultry specialist

all of the University of Maine.
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David Kontio is the president ol
the Amateur Farmers 4- H Club recorganized Friday with Marion
8alminen as leader. Other officers
elected are: George Starr, vice
president; Richard Salminen, secre
tary: Basil Robinson, treasurer;
George Winslow and Edwin Batch
elder are flag bearers; Keith Crock
ett and Linwood Thorndike are
cheer leaders.
Garden, sheep, chickens and dairy
seem to be the projects selected.
David Kontio reports his garden
all planted and growing.

-

IV

Singing Sewing Girls
Friday evening June 5th at 7 p.
m.. the Singing Sewing 4-H Club
is holding their annual 4-H Exhi
bit at Mt. Pleasant Grange Hall.
Program planned is as follows:
Song. America. Flag Salute. Play
The senator's Visit. Piar.o solo bv
Carol Cash Demonstration of Salad
Making by Carol Cash and Carole
Lunden. Piano solo, Carole I.unden.
Play, Sue's Lunch. Piano solo, Marleta Erickson.

Ccusens. Sandra
Mank, Susan
Richards and Nancy Buck.
The beys club had two demon
strations as follows: "How to open
a grain bag" by Olenden Llovd and
“How to prevent a rope from rav
eling on the end” by Thomas Rich
ards.
Robert Umtoerger, farm forester
was guest speaker. He showed col
ored slides on forestry and ex
plained each one.
Thomaston

Cheerful Homemakers put on a
program at Weymouth Grange
Monday night. A business meeting
was held first, followed by a short
How to Cane, Norma Clark How
program.
to Make a Kerchief by 8usan Den
nison. Baton twirling by Veda Cul
len. How to Raise a Beef Animal,
Kathleen Libby. Our community
Project, Jeanine Spaulding. How to
lay a pattern on the cloth by Rae
Clark and a song by Roxie Tabbutt.
Jefferson

Jefferson Eagles and Luckiettes
put
on a local achievement program
Even if summer has come new double fragrant varieties
Union
last Friday night at Willow Grange
with no flower seed sown, you are covered with flowers in Cali
ran sow the following annuals fornia. along the coast, where
Coggins Hill 4-H Club boys who with 65 parents and friends present.
which with normal weather winds frem the ocean keep tem
are taking the tractor projee* have ! Exr.ibits of muffins, home im
should germinate within flve peratures down. But when grown
a training class at each meeting. provement articles, clothing note
days and bear flowers in 30 to in the full sun in high tempera
40:
tures they are often reluctant
The boys drive the tractor, practic books and displays of sheeD and
Zinnias, ageratum. alvssum. to bloom. Light shade will keep
ing safety rules. Paul Doughty, dairy project work won many blue
the
temperature
down
and
stimu

candytuft, centaureas. clarkia,
Craig Walker and Wallace Moody ribbons.
late
their
bloom,
but
it
must
be
cynoglossum, annual sun flowers,
gave demonstration of safety drlv- i Program follows: Welcome by
morning glories, annual oinks, light, such as is cast by oak
leptosyne, linaria, marigolds and trees, and not the total shade
ing at the last meeting. John Bums Peggy Lermond. Business meeting
cast by buildings.
poppies.
is the leader and Gerald Hall Is his both ciubs. Song, America the
In
selecting
flowers
to
grow
for
This list could be greatly en
cutting, be sure to have some
assistant.
Beautiful. Remember When, an
larged by including annuals
blue flowers, as well as yellow,
which take a little more time to
original skit, by Dotty Packard and
Warren
orange, pink and red. Blue is
develop, such as asters, which if
always needed to balance the
Warren Wonder Workers and Charlotte lermond. Demonstra
sown now in the garden will pro
color scheme in flower arrange
duce sturdy plants more likely
George's
Valley Hustlers had their tions by the Jefferson Eagles.
ments to be used indoors, and
to resist disease than those start
parents supper last Monday night ' History of the club this year. Her
it is also needed in the garden
ed in greenhouses; and will flow
bie Packard Freezing demonstra
where there is usually an over
at Odo Fellows Hall.
er by mid-August.
abundance of red and yellow
tion. Jon Olsen. Story About Sheep.
The
girls
club
gave
a
demonstra

Early summer is the normal flowers, for the best effect. Ager
Donnie Johnston. Packing a lunch
tion
on
individual
salads.
The
girls
time to sow the nasturtium which atum, centaurea cyanus. heav
will not germinate until hot enly blue morning glory, scabitaking part were Gloria Kenniston, box. Bobby Wilson. Story about his
weather arrives, yet is a con osa. and asters give excellent
Gloria Heath, Avis Gammon. Fre calf, Philip Hansen Table setting
trary flower because it will not blue flowers. All these can be
da Hili, Janice Kinney, Marjorie demonstration by Bobby Fish and
flower well in hot weather. The groum from seed sown now.
Bobby Lermond.
Story about sheep, Jon Olsen.
TRAINING CLASSES IN ADVANCED
Making salad dressing, Bobby Fish,
narrator; Roger Wilson, Billy Car
County Agent's
5EWING AND EVERYDAY DESSERTS
ter. The Maine Creed. Bobbv Ler
mond America for Me, Sandra Mul
Corner
HELD DURING THE PAST MONTH
lens. Demonstrations, The Lucki
Dear Homemakers;
, scot; Elizabeth Rice. Bristol: Au ettes.
Dear Farmer:
Egg grading, Dorothy Packard
Most of our Extension groups drey Rice. Eristol; Eva Rankin,
Before we talk about anything will be recessing for the summer Huntoon Hili, Wiscasset.
Salad bowl. Charlotte Lermond and
else. Don’t Forget To Get After after the June meeting; so let's re-1 Harrist C. Jackson, Huntoon Hill, Sandra Mullens. A poem, Marjorie
Yellow Rocket. Spud It, dig it, cut ; view the work that has been done Wiscasset; Virginia Ward, Noble Smith. Bed making, Dorothy Pack
it early, cut it again, put it in a this past month to wind up our , boro; Doris Birkett, Nobleboro; ard and Marjorie Smith. Style
silo, in a cow, or something but let's spring program.
Gladys Gamage, Jefferson; Dora show, Jefferson Eagles. Talk by
do something about it.
Mrs. Charlotte Smith, the Exten- ; Jackson, Jefferson; Hattie Hausen, Mrs. Shibles and slides
Secondly, let's not forget about sion clothing specialist from Orono Whitefield; Beulah Lamson, EdgeSpecialist Visits 4-11
the blueberry meeting at Beech was in Rockland on Tuesday and comb; Theolyn Erskine, Aina; Edna
Mrs. Pauline Lush. Extension
Hill ‘n Rockport on June 4. We Thursday ol last week to direct the Barton, Aina; Betty P. Kelley.
home management specialist from
would like to see a big crowd We teaching of two classes in tailoring Montsweag and Lannie M. Nicker
Orono visited the three clubs in
will look over the berry situation as techniques for LI Lincoln County son, Montsweag.
Camden Thursday afternoon The
lt is then, weed control plots, and clothing leaders.
The desserts which the women
meeting was held at the home of
talk about what you want to talk
Women who attended these class prepared featured the use of milk, | Mrs. Elizabeth Megquier leader ol
about concerning blueberries. Time es are Maria Menneally and Murial eggs and fruits, and were all rela
Mt Battie Garls. Members from the
130 p. m.
Preble of Montsweag; Anne Pink tively low in calori ecount. Special Pine 4-H Club and the Camden
For any consumers reading this, ham and Alice Sturtevant of Dam instruotlons weie given on how to
Boys Club also attended.
I know of two of our larger dairy ariscotta; Doris Hall and Flora plan desserts to round out a meal
Mrs. Lush discussed at some
farme;s who are at present consid Weeks of Nobleboro; Priscilla Hinds nutritionally. Given below' is a re
length color schemes for your room
ering getting out of the dairy busi and Barbara Miete of Sheepscot; cipe which will add vitamin A and
and hew to select these colors. The
ness because they don't feel they Frances Dodge and Velma Rice of minerals to a meal.
members also brought in questions
are making enough to pay their East Boothbay; and Milliccnt Ball
Faked Apricot-Prune Whip
which gave Mrs. Lush the oppor
way. Would this indicate too high of Huntoon Hill.
2 egg whites
tunity to point out ways to arrive
a price for milk?
Using a child's pattern, the 6 teaspoons sugar
at a good scheme in your room.
We are in the process of trying women cut a small coat and com 1 1-2 cup apricots and prunes that
A Judging contest was then tried
to summarize the charges made by pleted at least half of the garment have been cooked and strained.
out with these 4-H'ers taking part.
fanners and others who do custom with special attention being given 1-4 teaspoon salt
Elaine Hoffses, Clarista Payson and
work for farmers; everything from to applying the interfacings, put 1 teaspoon lemon juice
Mrs. Marjorie Hoffses from Pine
bulldozing, plowing, baling, burning ting in sleeves, putting on the col
Beat egg whites until stiff, but Club; Reina Megquier, Jean Gar
blueberry land to field chopping, lar. and other finished details such not dry. Add sugar gradually. Heat.
land and Mrs. Elizabeth Megquier
woodchcpping. etc. If auyorie has as button holes and hemming The Combine salt, lemon Juice and fruit.
from Mt. Baltic Club and David
been contacted but has not sent In women who received this training Fold gently into egg whites. Pile
Jackson from Camden Boys, all
their report, we hope they will do will be holding classes this week or lightly into a baking pan. Set in a
participated.
so. If you do any of this work, we early in June m their local com pan of hot water in a slow 300’ F.
Judging Winners
hope that you will drop a line to munities for women interested in oven for 45 minutes. Serve warm or
me telling what you do, what you this more advanced type of sewing chilled with custard sauce made
Room decoration contest, Elaine
charged last year, what you expect
Hoffses of Pine 4-H Club and Jean
Earlier this month, training with egg yolks.
to charge this year. Make it on an classes for easy everyday desserts
The comfort in the living room Garland of Mt. Battie Girls in
acre basis as well as per bale, per meetings were held in Rockland meetings are stiU being held, but Camden were winners in the room
ton, or whatever unit you charge and Wiscasset. Poods leaders at the last of this series will be com decoration judging contest held last
Thursday.
by.
tending the Rockland class were: pleted early in June.
For several years, we have been Marion W. Richards. Camden; Ed
Tabic Setting Contests; Sandra
After that, attention can be cen
using figures based on other states ith C. Prock, Vinalhaven; Gladys tered oil the National Home De Morton of Seashore Toilers in New'
reports. We would like to have a re H. Clark, Damariscotta; Irene Puf monstration Council meeting being Harbor; Dorothy Ogier of Jolly
port of our own based on what we fer. Damariscotta; Madolyn Turffs, held in Boston Aug. 30 to Sept. 3. Highlanders in Rockland; Carol
charge here in Maine. AH figures, Washington: Frances Thompson, Any homemaker is eligible to go, Reed and Nancy Hardwick of
of course, as usual, are confidential. North Nobleboro; Viva Jameson, and already women from all over Boothbay Girls won judging rib
Going over blueberry fields the Rockland.
the state are making their plans bons in table setting contests held
last few days, I couldn't get over
Evelyn Cates, Rockland; May and their reservations. It will be a recently.
how good they looked. I’ll admit Newbert, Thomaston; Pearl Wheel grand vacation trip to look forward
Grooming; Clamer Loud of Sea
that we can't tell our harvest un er, Simonton; Marion Dalrymple, to and to think about afterward. shore Toilers, New Harbor won the
til its added up after the season is Tenant's Harbor; Hazel Hills, War The home demonstration agent will ribbon in the good grooming con
over, but after the year we had last ren; Geraldine E. Kinney, War answer any inquiries about this test.
year, things look surprisingly well. ren; Marjorie Freeman. Waldoboro; meeting, transportation, costs, etc.
Beans; Joseph RusspII of Sheep
A good reason to become an opti Verna Scofield, Waldoboro; Sophie
scot Valley Boys in Whitefield and
mist.
Bobby French of Camden Boys
Mandahl. Waldboro.
SPRUCE HEAD
Sincerely,
each won the judging contest in
Carlecn Nutt. Rockport; Annie
Mrs. Hazel Rollins who spent the
Gil Jaeger
Dennison, South Thomaston; Elea winter in Pinehurst, N. C. is now Beans held by their respective clubs
nor Tyler, South Thomaston; Ver spending the summer at her home this week.
A man with more money than
na Luke, East Boothbay; Mary Al here.
brains has a short-lived handicap.
ley, East Boothbay; Jennie Law
Mr. and Mrs. William Hall of
rence, Ortfs Oorncr; Dorothy Prock, Castine are spending the week at
Orffs Corner; Ernestine Tinsley, the Hall cottage
Every Saturday Night
WE WILL BUY
Owls Head; Mildred Edwards, Owls
Miss Maitha Hall has returned
AT BREEZEMERE
Head; Minnie Cross, Owls Head; to her home after spending several
Come
Please the BIG MAN
Juanita Hawes, North Union; Lou weeks in Detroit, Mich visiting
08*6*65
ise Billings, West Rockport; Mabel relatives and friends.
Cross, Hope; Ruth Thurlow, Hope;
Mrs. Alice Simmons is a patient
Flora Thurlow, Hope.
at Knox Hospital.
ARTESIAN WELLS
Those present at the Wiscasset
Mrs. Lucy Wall is confined to
class were: Phaedra Munsey, Dres her home by illness.
LEWIS HERBERT A SON
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
den; Polly Powell, Dresden; Ida
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Godfrey of
ti-si *jjmx H,
DRILLERS SINCE 1»12
Leeman, Boothbay; Geny Delano, Cambridge,
Mass.,
spent the
BOOILAND
TeL Dark Hbr. 74-1
Boothbay: Norma O'Neal, Sheep weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mtt
8-8-tf
scot; Mabel R. Pinkham, Sheep Mrs. W. W. Godfrey.
Fragrant Rouble Dwarf Nasturtiums.

DANCE

GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

MILLER’S
GARAGE

Maine's 5000 milk producers and
600 dealers will join forces through
out the state on Wednesday in
staging Maine Dairy Day celebra
tions and open house observances.
Plans have been made on that
date to have dairy farmers and
milk processors in every county of
the state invite the public In to
inspect their farms and pants.
Ralph W. Whittum of Lewiston,
chairman of June Dairy Month ac
tivities in Maine, reported that
representatives of the state's dairy
industry w’ere very pleased to have
the opportunity to show their
“wares" to the consuming public.

"We have made arrangements in
every coiffity to play host to school
children and civic and social
groups on that date in our open
house program in the hope that
the consuming public may have a
better understanding of our in
dustry operations,” he said.
Dairy Day parades, athletic con
tests. special 4-H Club projects and
similar programs will also be
staged in many communities with
full program schedules announced
shortly, Whittum said.
Dairying is Maine's third largest
Income to farmers in the state it
agricultural industry and brought
more than $32,000,000 in cash farm
1962.

THE GRANGE CORNER
NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

Georges Valley Grange

(By Ruby Chaples)
Georges Valley members are en
joying a new ceiling which has just
been put up It is about 20 inches
lower than the old one.
We have been very busy the past
six u’eeks. May 5, we entertained
the Traveling Granges, and the
census showed: Pioneer, 12: Eve
ning Star. 19; Seven Tree, 24; Medctnac Valley, six; Good Will, two;
White Oak. one and 27 from the
host Grange.
Elford Stover from the Portland
Cement Association showed movies
on the new fur lane highway across
the S'ate of Pennsylvania.
May 19. Comet Grange visited us
on a hystery ride. Census showed;
Comet, 23; Morning Light, one:
Pleasant Valley, two; Medomac
Valley 1, and Georges Valley, 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson
showed slides on their trip through
Europe which was enjoyed by all.
A scotch auction with Charles
Clement as auctioneer netted us
$2.53.
The nickel march was won by
Sister Floyd of Comet Grange.
Brother Greene and Sister Con
nors of Comet Grange brought
along their harmonica, banjo and
accordion and played several duets
followed by encores and a song.
Brother Greene gave several hu
morous songs, accompaning him
self with the banjo.
Sisters Moore and Connors sang
“In The Garden.”
At the June 2 meeting Roland
Genthner will show movies.
Last night several of us visited
White Oak.
Owls Head Grange

By Elizabeth Walker
At the last meeting of Owls Head
Grange the lecturer's program was
in commemoration of Memorial
Day. A service was conducted in
merory of Brother Leland Perry
who passed away during the last
year.
The literary program was as fol
lows: “Give Them Flowers Now"
read oy Carrie Nash; Patrons of
Husbandry.”
read
by
Marcia
Greene; "Foolishness in Song Ti
tles,” read by Thelma Murray; a
game. Noah's Ark and the closing
thought by Thelma Murray.
The lecturers march was won by
Robert Murray.
Owls Head Grange is invited to
Neighbors Night on June 8.
The First and Second Degrees
will be worked at the meeting of
June 9.
Ellena Fredette invited Owls
Head Grange to a picnic on Hew
ett's Island on July 19 Those going
will meet at the wharf in Spruce
Head at 9 o'clock.
Limerock Valley Pomona will
meet with Owls Head Grange on
June 13.
Weymouth Grange

(By Harold Taylor)
Last Monday was inspection
night at Weymouth Grange with
Worthy Subordinate Deputy, Earl
Tolman being present.
The First and Second Degrees

were conferred upon Sandra Dag
gett and Rae Clark.
The lecturer's march was won by
Wallace Vinal.
The topic was “How can we keep
up an interest in the Grange?"
Remarks were made by Deputy
Earl Tolman. Closing thought for
the day by Dora Maxey.
Warren Grange

(By Luella Crockett)
Mr and Mrs. Harrison Puffer of
Nobleboro Grange, Master and Po
mona of Lincoln Pomona Grange
.respectively,
visited
Warren
Grange Tuesday evening, and took
part in the program. Presented
were readings, stories, an original
poem by Brother Ernest Benner,
piano solo, Virginia Davis and a
stunt, won by Chummy Cousins.
June 2. we plan to have our Key
to Cherished Memories Program
and Memorial Service.
Warren Grangers were guests of
White Dak Grange Friday evening,
during Neighbors’ Tight.
ML Pleasant Juvenile

At our meeting last Monday we
had the opportunity to have Prin
cipal of Rockport High School.
Frederick Richards and one of the
high school boys, Richard Dean,
to show us a movie on "Soap
Sculpturing" which is a project
seme of the children are taking
this year.
Monday, there will be a practice
on the Juvenile Degree which is to
be for inspection Monday, June 8.
All officers are asked to try to be
present.
A discussion will also be on
where to go on our picnic and
when, so we would like each child
to discuss this with their parents
and we will talk it over Monday.
Mt. Pleasant Grange

By Frances Tolman
Past Masters' Night was observed
Monday evening at Mt. Pleasant
Grange with the following Past
Masters filling the chairs:
Master, Past Master William
Frye, Sr, Mt. Pleasant; overseer.
Past Master Henry Keller. Mt.
Pleasant; lecturer, Past Master
Carroll Wixson, Penobscot View.
Steward. Past Master Walter An
nis, Mt. Pleasant; assistant stew
ard, Past Master George Parker,
Mt. Pleasant; chaplain. Past Mas
ter, Maurice Chadwick, Acorn;
treasurer, Past Master George
Layr, Pioneer.
Secretary, Past Master J. Her
bert Gould, Megunticook; gate
keeper. Past Master. Allen Young,
Ceres, Past Master Bernice Young,
Pioneer; Pomona, Past Master
Josephine Miller, Good Will;
Flora. Past Master Mildred Mills,
Wessaweskeag;
lady
assistant
steward. Past Master Lillian Racklrffe, St. George.
Program:
Reading,
Berniece
Young, Pioneer; a game under the
direction of Josephine Miller of
Good Will and won by the sisters
Solo, Mildred Mills, Wessawes
keag; reading. Lillian Radcliffe,
St. George; poem, Maurice Chad
wick. Acorn; remarks by the fol
lowing past masters, William Frye.
Henry Keller and Walter Annis,
(Continued On Page Six)

Grownups Can Learn from

School Garden Text Book
"Elementary Lessons in Gar
dening," by Paul R. Young, is a
text book for school use in the
primary grades: but many an
adult to whom gardening is a new
subject, would And it an excellent
source of basic information, well
organized and clearly expressed
It would take a lot of reading in
many books to acquire the under
standing of how plants are grown,
which this book in its 106 pages
explains in easily understood
words and graphic illustrations.
Mr. Young has been school gar
den supervisor of the Cleveland.
O., schools since 1926. He is a
graduate of the College of Agri
culture. Cornell University, and
has a master's degree from the
same university in Agricultural
Education. Under his supervision
the Cleveland schools have devel

program in the country.
No other text book on garden
ing practice is comparable to
this one in clarity and complete
ness. All fields of gardening are
covered, seed growing, plant
propagation, soil improvement,
fertilization, and the practical
care of gardens. Material is pro
vided both for class room in
struction. and practical outdoor
gardening where the opportunity
exists.
The text book is published by
the National Garden Institute, a
non-profit, non-partisan society
interested in the promotion of
gardening as a means of de
veloping better health, morale,
and a love ot the land. Copies
can be obtained from that or
ganization,
1368 North High
street. Columbus 1, O„ for

oped the largest school garden per copy.
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Hotel Construction
THOMASTON

In Maine First
In Several Years

Newt and Social Item*, Notices and Advertisement* ma; be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL 113-3

Lord” by Prothirol. The Friendly
Circle meets Tuesday night at 7.30
with Mrs. Caroline Stackpole.
Green street.
Sunday School at 9.45 a. m„ at
the Baptist Church foEowed by
morning service at 11 o’clock, the
subject, ‘Reinforcements From Above.” Young peoples meeting 6 p.
m. Ray Wixson and Charles Sewall
of Rockland will be the guests. At
7 will be the evening service. Rev.
John Fitzpatrick's subject. “The
Destiny of The Godly and the
Ungodly." Wednesday Ladies Circle
followed by the regular 6 o’clock
supper. Thursday praver meeting.

Mrs. Nahum Mitchell has re
turned to Wakefield, Mass., after
spending three weeks with her
brother and sister-in-law. Rev.
and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick.
Mrs. Arlene Starrett has gone
to Berkshire Pines, Copake. N. Y„
where she will be employed for the
summer.
The Friendly Circle ipeets Tues
day it 730 p. m.. with Mrs. Car
oline Stackpole, Green street.
Attend Grand Chapter

Members of Grace Chapter OES
attending the annual Grand Chap
ter Sessions held at Portland this
week were Mrs. Helen Hallowell,
Mrs. Leola Rodamer, Mrs. Avis
Brazier, Mrs. Marion Grafton, Mrs.
Adelle Roes, Mrs. Faye Stetson.
Mrs. Kay Lunt, Mrs. Blanche Ler
mond, Mrs. Leila Smalley, Mrs.
Josephine Stone,
Mrs. Blanche
Vose, Mrs. Evelyn George and Lau
rence Perry of Rockland Miss Nel
lie Tibbetts, Miss Helen Studley
and Mrs. Nahum Mitchell of
Wakefield, Mass., and Rev. John
Fitzpatrick.
Roaring 20’s
Mrs. Glenice Burns entertained
the Roaring 20's Thursday night at
her home on Beechwood street.
Members present were Mrs. Betty
Townsend, Mrs. Marjorie Adams,
Mrs. Edna Williams. Mrs. Frances
Jordan, Mrs. Anne Carney, Mrs
Martha Anderson. The next meet
ing they will go to Lincolnville
Beach Inn.
Sandra Richards Honored
A
pre-nuptial
miscellaneous
shower was given Tuesday night
at the home of Mrs. Pearlie Hall.
Wadsworth street, in honor of Miss
Sandrv Richards of Union. The
rooms were prettily decorated with
spring flowers. The invited guests
were: Miss Grace Pushaw of Union,
Mrs. Janet Berry of Connecticut,
Mrs. Janice Hall of Warren, Mrs.
Ida Thornton, Mrs. Marguerite
Jordan, Mrs. Irene Kent, Mrs. Min
nie Newbert, Mrs. Barbara Fernald.
Miss Gwendolyn Thornton, Miss
Edna Hilt, Miss Judith Connon.
Mrs. Vivian Connon and Mrs. Hil
da Keyes.

ROCKPORT
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483
Postmaster Hildred Rider has
announced that the Rockport Post
Office will be open Saturday on
holiday schedule. There will be
no R.FD delivery.
Mrs. Emma Torrey is a patient
at the Maine Ear & Eye Infirmary
at Portland.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.ES
will hold a stated meeting June
2, Games and a social hour will
follow this meeting.
Church News
Sunday services for the Rockport
Methodist Church, with Rev. John
Sherburne as pastor, are as fol
lows: 9.45 a. m.. Divine Worship.
The Fred A. Norwood Woman's
Relief Corps will attend in a body
as guests: 10.45 a. m. Sunday
School; 5.30 p. m„ United Youth
meeting at the Camden Oongre
gational Parish House.
Extension Association

The meeting of the Rockport
Extension Association was held
May 22 at the Baptist Church
vestry with 21 present. The sub
ject was “Comfort In Your Liv
ing Room" with the District Agent,
Mrs. Grady of Palermo being in
charge. The next meeting will be
held June 18 at the Baptist Church
vestry with Mrs. Nina Carroll as
hostess. Serving on the dinner
Sharon-Jo's 4th Birthday
Sharon Jo Hamilton, daughter of committee are Mrs. Philip Sharpe.
Mr.““and Mrs" James' HamEtom 72 1 Mrs. Ella Overlock and Mrs. Helen

Main street, celebrated her fourth
birthday Thursday afternoon by
entertaining a few of her friends ,
and their mothers at a party,
Guests invited were Kristi Saasta- ,
moinen and Tier mother Mrs. Vir- '•
ginia Saastamoinen, Bradv and ,
Norent Young and Mrs. Marjorie
Young, Jimmie Strong and Mrs.
Bonnie Strong, Chickie Hatch and
Mrs. Hatch, Gary Woodcock and
Mrs. Aubrey Woodcock. Theo Kon
elick and Mrs. Charlotte Konelick
and Martha Hamilton.

Ingraham.
Attend Grand Chapter

Members of Harbor Light Chapter. OE S who attended the Grand
Chapter sessions of the Order of
ttle Eastern Star were Miss Marion Upham, District
Deputy
Grand Matron of District 11. Mrs.
Cora Upham, Mrs. Ora Burns, Mrs.
Alice Simonton. Mrs. Lillian Sim
onton and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Simonton.
St. Thomas Guiia
Eighteen members of the St.
Thomas Guild were entertained at
the home of Mrs. Eunice McCobb
and Miss Nellie Gale of Chestnut
street, Camden. A luncheon was
served and a social hour followed
with bridge and canasta being
played. The regular meetings are
recessed for the summer but a
special meeting will be called at
a later date to make plans for
the summer bazaar.

Church News

Mass will be celebrated at St.
James Catholic Church Sunday at
9 a. m.
Services at St. John’s Episcopal
Church Sunday at 8 a. m., foEowed
by Sunday School at 10 a m
Sunday School at 9 45 a. m., at
the Federated Church followed by
morning services at 11. Rev. Alfred
Wilson of Spruce Head will be the
speaker. Anthem “Sing Unto the

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

Plans for the construction of a 30
room addition to one of Maine’s
leading hotels have just been an
nounced, with construction sched
uled for the near future.
The Board of Directors of the
Northeastland Hotel, Presque Isle,
voted unanimously to start the new
buUdi.ig just as soon as financial
details are completed. The present
50 room structure was built ir 1933.
According to the Maine Publicity
Bureau, although several Maine ho
tels have been extensively remod
eled over the past few years to keep
pace with the demand of the State's
expanding commercial and travel
industries, the completion of this
project will mark the first major
step in new hotel construction
since the budding of the New Ply
mouth Hotel at Fort Fairfield five
years ago.
In a statement by Stewart Don
ahue, president of the Presque Isle
Hotel Corporation, he declared,
“The Northeastland Hotel is regu
larly filled to capacity and the de
mand for rooms has for some time
been considerably greater than the
hotel’;', present capacity. The direc
tors have voted to go ahead with
the construction of an addition in
an effort to provide more hotel fa
cilities adequate to meet Presque
Isle’s growing needs.”
Donahue added "The planning
and thought behind this decision
was made because the Board of Di
rectors have faith and confidence n
the growth and prosperity of Ar
oostook County."

Medical Education
Is Progressive
And Active
In some circles there is a belief
that medical education is lagging
and is out of pace with the needs
of the time—and that the onlysolution is a vastly extended sys
tem of government grants and
subsidies.
The American Medical Associa
tion has now published a "Factbook on Medical Education" which
does a first-class job of refuting
that idea.
As the booklet’s title implies, it is
full of factual data concerning
the medical education system as it
exists today. It deals with the
experience during the 1951-52
school year as contrasted with
prior periods. A summary of the
facts is given in these words:
"Medical education, during the
academic year of 1951-52, recorded
these accomplishments: The larg
est graduating class, while on
regular schedules, in history. The
greatest increase in teaching fa
cilities in history. The best finan
cial support of medical schools in
history.” It also points out that
medical education is more than
keeping
up
with
population
changes—from July, 1942 to July,
1952, the population increased 16.4
per cent while medical school en
rollments jumped 22.8 per cent.
In short, the nation is getting
more doctors and extremely welleducated doctors. This is one more
example of how our medical care
problems are being attacked and
gradually solved—without making

DANCING TONIGHT

CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Tetephone 2197

There will be a public game party
at Megunticook Grange Hall Friday
afternoon and evening sponsored
by the GAR Ladies and the Auxil
iary to the Sons of Union Veterans
Play will begin at 2 p. m., and 7.30
p. m.
Army Pvt. Howard L. Dority, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dority was
recently awarded the Combat In
fantryman Badge for Excellent
performance of duty while serving
in Korea with the 2d Infantry Di
vision.
The Senior Choir of the Chestnut
Street Baptist Church was enter
tained at the home of Rev. and
Mrs. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., Thursday
evening following their regular re
hearsal.
The Harbor Chorus under the di
rection of Lewis Pendleton, will
present a concert of sacred and se
cular music at the Camden Opera
House on Sunday, June 28 at 8 p m.
Dandylion’s Birthday
The Dandylions will hold their
Birthday Supper at Beach Inn, at
7 p. m„ Tuesday June 2. Members
are asked to arrange for their own
transportation. Following supper a
business meeting will be held at
the home of Mrs. Laura Fuller.
PTA To End Year
The last meeting for this school
year of the Parent Teachers Asso
ciation wiU take place at the High
School Gym Monday evening at 8
p. m. FoUowing a short business
meeting at which time the new of
ficers of the PTA will be announced
a concert will be given by the high
school band.
All mothers of children who will
enter the Kindergarten-Primary
Class in September are cordiaUy
invited to a tea which will be held
in the Grade School, Tuesday June
2, at 3.30 p. m. This will give the
mothers an opportunity to register
their children who will enter school
in the fall.
Church News

Methodist Church, Rev. John
Sherburne minister, 9 45, Sunday
School. 11 a. m., Divine Worship.
5.30 p. m., United Youth Meeting
at the Congregational Parish
House. Monday, June 1, Official
Board.

Grange Corner
(Continued from Page Five)
all of Mt. Pleasant; Allen Young,
George Layr, Pioneer; Eugene
Rackliffe, St. George and Norman
Crockett, Penobscot View.
The lecturer’s march was won
by Brother Miller of Good Will.
Poem, “Pay Envelopes,” by George
Parker, Mt. Pleasant; remarks by
Brother and Sister Goss of Seven
Tree. The closing thought was
read by Carroll Wixson of Penob
scot View.
Past Master Allen Young an
nounced Pomona Grange meets
with Mt. Pleasant Wednesday eve
ning June 3, and that there would
be a candy sale to raise money for
Pomona. Everyone is asked to
please bring fudge. A supper fol
lows the meeting.
Next Monday night there will be
a film "California” shown and we
hope a good number will be pres| ent and all those wishing to take
5th degree to be present Wednes
day evening June 3.
the government banker and boss
and thus opening the road to so
cialized medicine.

LAKEHURST
DAMARISCOTTA
Liovd Rafnell and His Orchestra

56-S-tf,

S. E. EATON

Ends Tonight—Special Holiday Show
BOWERY BOYS - “HOLD THAT LINE”
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ALL STAR CAST-“TULSA”

SOCIAL DANCE
SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL

TEL 1187-R
Water Pipes dug and renewed.
Sewers cleared when plugged.
New Sewers dug and laid.
Dig and install Septic Tanks
and Cesspools, clean them
out when plugged
Cellar Walls Repaired.

EVERY SATURDAY
SUNDAY AND MONDAY—All Color Show

Music by the N'or'easters
Donation 50c Everyone Welcome
65-lt

'

"1,111

170 RANKIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
64‘lt

There’s

At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, Sunday
service: Parish Communion and
sermon at 9.30. Weekday services,
Tuesday. Mass at 730; Wednesday,
Mass at 6 a. tn.; Thursday and
Friday, Mass at 730.

i day the Eoard of Trustees will
meet at 7.15, church parlors.

| Special Evangelistic services will
I be held at the Salvation Army. 447
1 Main street, June 2-14, every eve
ning at 7.30 p. m„ except Monday
o a o »
with these
speakers: Tuesday,
At St. Bernard’s Church: Sun June 2, Lieut. Sedlar and Lieut
day services are at 8 and 11 a m Bryant from Waterville; Wednes
Daily Mass is at 6 45 a. m. and Con day, Capt. Jones and Capt. Augusta
fession, Saturaay at 3.30 and 7 from Bath. Brass ensemble will ac
p. m
Sunday Mass at St. James company Capt. Jones.
Church, Thomaston, 9 a. m.
Thursday, Capt. and Mrs. Flem
and 9.30 a m at the Church of ing from Bangor. The Bangor band
Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden will accompany Capt. Fleming. Fri
a a • a
day Capt. and Mrs. Banto from
At the church of the Nazarene, Portland and Saturday and Sun
Rev. Oakley E. Woodward, pastor, day, June 6-7 Major Thomas Mal
Services Sunday as follows: Sunday pass of Old Orchard. All of these
School at 9:45; Morning Worship at officers are first-rate musicians and
10:45; Young Peoples Meeting at preachers. Good singing, excellent
6 and the evening evangelistic ser preaching. All are welcome
» • o o
vice at 730. The mid-week prayer
meeting is on Wednesday night at
The Pratt Memorial Methodist
7:30.
Church will hold its worship ser
a a a a
vice at 1030. Rev. Merle Conant
“Ancient and Modern Necromanwill preach on the theme “The Way
ey, alias Mesmorism and Hypno of Liberty.” Mrs. Austin Davis will
tism, Denounced” is the subject of play “Morning Hymn” by Whiting,
the Lesson-Sermon whicji will be "Tarry With Me, O My Saviour” by
read in all Churches of Christ, Sci Baldwin, and "Kipling’s Recession
entist, on Sunday, May 31. The al” by Schnecker. The choir will
Golden Text is from the book of sing the anthem “Blessed of God.”
Jonah (Jonah 2: 8, 9.) "They that Dante Pavone will present the
observe lying vanities forsake their morning solo "There Is No Death”
own mercy . . . Salvation is of the by OTIara. The Church School will
Lord.” Sunday services at 10.30 a. meet at 11 o’clock for the weekly
m., and Sunday school at 11.45 a. lesson. The slogan is "Every Mem
m.; Wednesday night services at ber of the Church in the school
7.30.
and every member ol» the school in
•• • •
the Church." On Monday at 7 p.
At 'the Universalist Church (by
m„ the Boy Scouts will meet in the
the Court House) Rev. George H.
vestry for study, recreation, and
Wood, minister, Rev. J. S. Lowe,
fellowship. Harold Whitehiil will
D. D„ Minister emeritus: Sunday is
direct the program. Prayer Meeting
designated as Laymen's Sunday.
will oe held on Tuesday night at
The sermon is entitled “The Heart
730 In the vestry. Why not enjoy a
Decides” and was prepared and will
good, stimulating hymn-sing with
be delivered by Louis A. Walker.
us. Opportunity is also given for
Participating in the conduct of the
prayer and discussion. The choir
service at 11 a. m., are the follow
will rehearse on Friday night at 7
ing Churchmen: Samuel Collins,
o’clock. Dante Pavone will direct.
Jr., Stuart C. Burgess, Philip R
• • ♦ »
Bailey and E. R. Veazie with greet
The Sunday worship service at
ers Brooke Gregory and William the South Thomaston Methodist
Weed. The ushers completing a Church will be at 7 o’clock. Rev.
month's duty are L. E. McRae, Jr., Merle Conant will preach on the
George Shaw, Leonard Campbell subject "The Way of Liberty.” So
and Dr. Burton E. Flanders. The cial worship at the Church will de
memorial flowers in the sanctuary pend on the individual worship. If
are placed in loving memory of we worship Him day by day as in
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Baker, by Mr. dividuals. we shall ha.e no trouble
and Mrs. L. A. Walker. Mrs. Ronald getting to Church on Sunday for
A. Gillis is in charge of the Nur the worship service with family and
sery Class at 11 a. m During the neighbors. Ail are invited to sup
coming week the church and par port this service.
ish cards will be mailed covering
• • • •
regular and special month of June
At the First Baptist Church the
services which will be broadcast at Sunday services will begin with the
the summer schedule hour of 10.30 prayer time at 10.15. The morning
a. m., beginning on Sunday, June warship service will open at 1030
7. All persons are cordially welcome and Rev. J. Charles MacDonald will
at this Sunday's Laymen’s Church have as his subject, "The Third
Service at 11 a. m.
Person." The nursery in the corner
a a a a
building will provide care for small
At the Congregational Church, children during the morning serRev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor,
Morning Worship at 10.45 with
nursery care of small children of
SUN. MON.-TUES.
those who worship with us, under
the direction of Mrs. Sue Nelson.
At Our Regular Prices
Church School classes for all ages
are recessed until September 27
The pastor’s topic will be “The
Fiery Furnace." A special church
meeting will convene at the close
of worship to vote on candidates
for church membership and at 8 in
the evening the pastor will meet
with those to be received on June
7 into membership with the church.
Appointments for the week in
clude : Boy Scout Troop 206 will
meet at the church on Monday, at
Id
7; and on Tuesday, Bangor Theo
logical Seminary will hold its 13th
Commencement exercises. Wednes-

Tips on Touring

SUNDAY AND MONDAY ONLY!

The^
Desert
and all the fire of

Camden Theatre

Now! $130 Cash Nite
A Gay Technicolor Musical
Adventure with 11 Top
Tunes and Dan Dailey,
Diana Lynn, Chet Allen

“Meet Me At the Fair”
Plus Exciting Tim Holt Hit!

more in
~

SEEDS

I WALDO theatre

J

“TARGET”
And Ch. 2 “Son Of Geronimo"
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

bv Pot Duggan
.. Robert Canon

than meets
the EYE /

bv Harry Warran -

WALDOBORO—TEL. IM
J Cvery Evening at R.M. Matinees)

bv Elliott Nugent

»amous *.

bv Loa Robm

; Saturday at 2.M Sunday at Mcj

Plus Exciting 2nd Feature

A

The Belle of Duluth i
HERBERT J. VATESpwww*

Ye», »om seed* look afcke — «o the
wrfoce.
in »yt>e, nnin, b«tmination and growth.dun t appear until
after p??ndt»r» when it’s ofren too Ute
ro remedy the trouble. You’ll find it
pays to start right with dependable
seeds. Te invite you to caU «»nd discuss
yo«r garden seed re quire ment s Re
tuddg planting information it yours for
the asfctu#. too.

WOMAN OF THE
NORTH COUNTRY

j

Ii

,
starring

j

TODAY ONLY, MAY 30

| X John Derek, Barbara Rush in

&

"PRINCE OF PIRATES”
— In Technicolor —

l----------------------------------------------

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
MAY 31 - JUNE 1
^Richard Burton, Robert Newton,^

James Mason in

“THE DESERT RATS”
TUESDAY ONLY, JUNE 2

Vittorio Gassman, Polly Bergen ■]
Barr; Sullivan ln

TEL 29

1
65-lt
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ConsoMsttd

TWO CARTOONS EVERY NIGHT
CHILDREN UNDER 12ADMITTED FREE
65-lt

STUDLEY
HARDWARE CO.
THOMASTON, ME.

TRUCOIOR

RUTH HUSSEY-ROD CAMERON

GARDEN SEEDS
WOODRUFF

AIN ST.

KHUKHESH

gression is lifted. The United
States, like all the free world pre
Lodge Shows Sense fers peaceful settlements to a dan
gerous and burdensome armaments
Plus Strength
race. We do not enjoy that. We long
Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge,' for the day of honest negotiations
Jr., the most effective and forth- which my government asked for in
. ,
. ,
.
this Committee last week. We will
right delegate we have yet sent to
.
.
.
meet the Soviet Union half way at
the United Nations, told the Gen- any time.
eral Assembly’s Political and Se-1 At one point in his speech, Mr.
curity Committee that we had been Lodge expressed hope that Foreign
played for suckers after World War Minis ci- Andrei Vishlnsky might
n, when we “embarked on a head- bring new word” from the Kremlong disarmament” while "the So- lin.
viet Union remained armed to the ( And obviously, President Eisenteeth.”
hower is hoping that when his
Most of his 25 minute speech was ambassador to Russia arrives at the
devoted, as he said, to trying “to new two-million dollar prison the
outline the skeleton of Soviet ty- Russians are building for him at
ranny.” He
called the roll of the our expense, His Excellency will set
thousands of European nationals, about arranging an Eisenhowermen, women and children, held pri- Malenkov meeting.
soner behind the Iron Curtain and I But if Vishinsky smiles, lets not
threw in the Russians’ teeth their forget the yellow fangs behind the
massacre of 4.000 Polish officers in . strange new flexing of those bloodthe Ka’yn Forest.
; less lips. And If there should be
It is the duty of the US and of another meeting between an Amerthe United Nations, he declared, ican President and the recognized
to help refugees from Iron Curtain leader of world anarchy, we should
countries, and we shall continue to pray for progress toward a basis
help them "so long as escapees con- for peace . . . but we should keep
tinue to come.”
one eye open.
"Our Mutual Security Program
And. as President Eisenhower has
will stop when the threat of ag- ' indicated from time to time su||i
a me?ting should not provide us
vice. All departments of the Church with another secret agreement.
School will meet at 12. In the Am
bassadors for Christ meeting at 6
Lucille Sewall will be the leader,
and Mrs. Agnes Young will conduct
a quiz over the Bible study just
completed. A prayer period will be
By Carol Lon*
held at 7, and at 7.15 “The Gospel
Woman's Travtl Authority
Story Hour” will open with the
Motorist, name your wish or
hymn-sing. In the broadcast por whim, and there'll be a gadget to
tion from 7.30 to 8 the choir and the grant it!
No time for morning coffee?
ladies chorus will present special
Well, there’s a machine that plugs
music, and Mr. MacDonald will into the cigarette lighter which will
fix up a steamcontinue his sermons on the second
ing cup for you
AW
coming of Christ with the subject,
while the v.ifs
“Events Relating to the Second j
drives you wo
Coming.” The Happy Prayer and j
the station.
Worried
Praise Meeting will be held on
about carTuesday at 7.30.
crooks ? Your
•a a •
gas buggy can
Notices for the week of May 31
be as safe on
the streets as
at the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
it would be in
Church, Rev. James W. Dagino,
a bank vault
minister, include: Sunday, 10:30 A. with an ignition gadget that has a
M., the Morning Worship service built-in burglar alarm. It operates
will be conducted by the pastor, or a four-digit code system which,
when tampered with, automatically
his message, "Master Show Me the starts
clanging to bring the cops
Way”. There will be a nursery for on the double.
Is your tot too big to sit quietly
all small children during the Wor
ship Hour; at 11:45 A. M., Bible in a car seat, but too little to be safe
on the back seat ’ There's a gimmick
School for all ages. Everyone wel that clamps over the back of the
come at the Bible study session; at front seat and forms a safe, level
6:00 P. M„ Baptist Youth Fellow platform in the rear seat areaship will meet ln the vestry. Bev good for crawling, wiggling or nap
ping in comfort and safety.
F
erly and Clayton Dorr will lead the
Concerned about potential rain
Service this week and at 7:15, re fall when you park your converti
gular Sunday Evening Worship w hen ble’ There’s a “weather-guard’
which automatically raises the car
the pastor will bring the message, top (and windows too) at the first
“Stars That Still Shine”. The drop of rain.
Want more compact picnic equip
Youth Choir will sing. On Tuesday.
7:30 A. M„ Prayer Meeting in the ment? There’s a table that folds
into a suitcase that holds four camp
vestry.
stools, with plenty of room to spare
•a • •
for plates, eutlery. sandwiches and
At the Owls Head Baptist Church a thermos.
Some gadgets are truly useful,
Rev. James W Dagino, minister,
merely amusing But they do
Sunday, 9:00 A. M., Morning Wor others
make window shopping at your
ship with the pastor conducting the service station or automobile acces
service, his subject, “The Way of sory store such fun.
Life”. At 10:15 A. M. Bible School
will meet at church and Thursday, The later his bed-time the less
7:30 A. M., Prayer Meeting at the difference it makes to the world
what time he gets up.
church.

U. N. Ambassador

Maine's

most

modern

iHouvs Miihin fhOM ousx

orive-ie

til uioiire

“CRY OF THE HUNTED"

«-ltl

Action Adventure In a 21
Gun Salute to the U. S.
Navy’s Floating Airfields!

_ //
'Flat T
Top*

Warner Bros
v Scpiemb Musica; AdKcntzje
Technicoloi

STERLING HAYDEN
RICHARD CARLSON
In Color — Plus
News — Stage Hoax — Sail Ho

TUESDAY NIGHT ONLY

■I
& •TAFRtNC

$ KATHRYN

GOR3O1

"W

Steve Cochran

On Stage at 8.45 P. M.

•net misi'ioKsai muiw

Bob Randall

TODAY (SATURDAY)

And His Popular

“BWANA DEVIL”

Western

In 3-Dimension

Jamboree

ZOO—6.35—8.45

HELENA CARTER ■ ARTHUR FRANZ • JIMMY HUNT
UVEMXSIN auirmou - MOHRS AMIUII MIVKNBt MlFWFS MR.MM STONE

One Hour of Fun With Bob,
Smile; Crate, Slim Warren,
and Rock; Bridges—Plus Our
Regular Screen Show
65-lt

WILLIAM WMER'ONMEKZIES RICHARD BLAKE
■»>u< fcUO-cL-o’llT* EDWARD LALPERSON,JR.
Also—Monday Night—Honey-Quiz, 8.30
ENDS SATURDAY

“THE DESERT RATS”
JAMES MASON

66-It
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 30, 1953
THREE AWARDED GORDON COLLEGE Piano Pupils Of
DEGREES IN MONDAY CEREMONIES

Social Matters

fc

Mrs. L. E. Frost and Mrs. Nellie
Dow motored to Portland Monday
to attend the meeting of the Past
District Deputies Association held
In connection with the Grand
Chapter, O.ES They were accom
panied by Mrs. Millie Thomas and
Mrs. Lilia Elwell who went on a
shopping trip. Mrs. Dow was honored at the P.DD meeting by be
ing presented a beautiful centerpiece of mixed flowers, she being
the oldest PDD. in attendance,
at the age of 85 years. Mrs. Frost
and Mrs. Dow were luncheon
guests of Mis, Donald G. Cum
mings of Portland, a former resi
dent of Rockland and a member of
Golden Rod Chapter, OES.

Major Joseph Emery, Jr., who
has been stationed at Wiesbaden,
Germany the past two years has
been transferred to Kaiserslautern.
His family which has been with
him in Wiesbaden have established
their home at his new station.
Mrs. Ralph Billings and son Ran
dall have returned home from
Waterville where Randall was a pa
tient for several days at the Thayer
Hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bean re
turned home Wednesday from West
Palm Beach, Florida, where they
The last meeting of the season spent the winter with their daugh
of the Mission Circle of the Uni ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
versalist Church will be held June Albert R. Sievers.
3 at the Crescent Beach home of
Mrs. George St. Clair at 12.30 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. George GeorgacaThose
wishing
transportation poulas have returned to their home
should contact Mrs
Ralph L. in Allston, Mass., after being the
Smith, tel. 464-M, also those who guest for several days of Mr. and
can furnish transportation should Mrs. John E. LaCrosse, Rankin
also contact Mrs. Smith, in order Street.
that arrangements may be made
for the luncheon. Anuual reports
The Comity Circle of the Univer
will be In order.
salist Church will meet Thursday,
June 4 at the St. Clair cottage,
The regular meeting of Ruth Crescent Beach, for a picnic sup
Mayhew Tent, D.U.V. will be held per. Each member will take a box
at G-AIt. Hall, Monday night. lunch and coffee will be served by
Mr. and Mrs.
There will be no supper but hos the committee.
tesses Margaret Sawyer and Eve George St. Clair, Mr. and Mrs. Eu
lyn Kwapiszewski will serve re gene Stoddard, Mr. and Mrs.
freshments. Please bring sand Charles T. Smalley and Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Wiggin.
wiches or sweets.

JUNE 3rd

IS DAIRY

DAY

ROUND TOP DAIRY
DAMARISCOTTA

Invites You To Call At the
Farm and Dairy

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3
— Open House —

Milk Is Plentiful in June—Drink More Of It
For Your Health’s Sake

65-66

Joseph Baum Mills

Miss Nancy Gregory

Three students from the Coastal
Area were awarded degrees at the
commencement exercises of Gor
don College and Gordon Divinity
School at Tremont Temple in Bos
ton Monday.
Included were Gerald William
Bradley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Stan
ley Smith of Thomaston, who received a degree as bachelor of arts
in theology.
Miss Nancy Gregory, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Gregory of Glen
Cove, received a degree of bache
lor of science, majoring in secre
tarial science.

Joseph Baum Mills, son of Al
bert Mills of 68 Camden street,
Rockland, was awarded a degree
as a bachelor of divinity.
Mr. Mills graduated from Rock
land High School in 1946. He at
tended Gordon College and re
ceived his A.B. in Theology in
I 1860.
During the summers of 1948-1951
he was pastor of the Baptist
Church in North Nobleboro. In
March 1952, he accepted the call
to the First Baptist Church of
Baldwinvale, Mass., of which he is
now pastor.

Nearly 200 relatives, friends, and
other music lovers attended a twopiano recital given at the Farns
worth Museum Thursday evening
by four of the most advanced pu
pils of Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins
Those appearing were Mary Jean
Glendenning. Carol Stratton, Joan
Taibot and Barbara Marsh.
The setting of the large gallery
at the museum reminded all pres
ent of big-city entertainment.
Ushers and all other participants
in evening dress, beautiful floral
decorations, and an appreciative
audience combined to make an en
joyable evening.
The program was varied, includ
ing compo.-itions by Haendel. Bind
ing, Braggiotti, Sibelius, Debussy,
von Suppe. Von Weber, Gershwin
and the Russians, Prokofieff.
Scho.takowitch. and Tchaikowski
There were four quartettes, played
on two pianos; three duets, and a
solo by each of the participants.
All were played in a pleasing and
charming manner, demonstrating
the knowledge and technique ob
tained in many a year of hard
work of learning and practice. The
audience responded with generous
applause and gave a goodly share
of it to the teacher whose faithful
work had brought the lour young
ladies to such a state of musical
perfection.
As a small sign of their appre
ciation of teacher the four pupils
presented Mrs. Hopkins with a
beautiful bouqUet of roses and a
silver plate.

Prize winners in the Sophomore Prize Speaking Contest and their coach. Left to right are: Richard
VonDohlen, Carolyn Bray, Miss Phyllis Bruce, who directed the contestants; Marjorie Hart and John Bird.
Other contestants included Joan DeCastro, David Deshon. Judy Hudson, Jan Adelman, Thomas Malloy, and
Mary St. Peter.
Photo by Jura

John Bird and Marjorie Hart
were winners of the Sophomore
Prize Speaking Contest held at
Rockland High School Thursday
evening. Awarded second prizes in
the boys' and girls' divisions were
Richard VonDohlen and Carolyn
Bray. Bird's winning piece was
"Give Me Liberty or Death.” Miss

Mrs. Charles Strout of Brunswick,
The South End 4-H Club met
who has been the guest of her sis Thursday afternoon at the home
ter, Mrs. Maude Barrows, James of their leader, Mrs. Hazel Kav
Street, has returned home.
anaugh. Judy Rogers, Maryella Sul
Women Voters
livan and Cynthia Colomy were
Dr. and Mrs. James F. Burgess given their ribbons for winning the
Name Chairmen
are occupying their Cooper's Beach table setting and color contest.
Hsalth Portal
cottage for the Summer.
Plans were made far the Parent’s
For the Year
I
meeting which will be held June 24
Named to committees for the
Miss Mary Libby, SN, who has in St. Peter’s Undercroft. Their new
coming
year at the annual meeting
been spending a month’s vacation song books were used for the first
with her mother, Mrs. Catherine time at this meeting. Ice cream
of the League of Women Voters
] Libby, Oak Street, has returned to was served and then the group
Monday were: Resource chairmen:
F 3BBB D
► b
t. B-1
j her duties at the Central Maine played games out-of-doors.
i Miss M. Lucille Nason, United Na-J Di can a
General Hospital, Lewiston.
tions; Mrs. F. M. Faber, interna- L! BBS a
Among the spectators at the cor
! tional trade; Mrs. William Talbot
- 1 n sun c
1 The fourth and last of a series of onation of England's Queen Eliz
I voters service; Mrs. Diana Pitts,
card parties sponsored by the Cath abeth next week will be Mr. and
] education; Mrs. Robert Hybels,
olic Women's Club of St. Bernard's Mrs. Charles R. Hailey. Mrs. Har
3 Bi'
1 .0
i budgetary procedure of Congress
parish was held Thursday night at ley is the former Constance Knick
I Committee chairmen are: Miss
the home of Mrs. Ray Foley, 53 erbocker of Rockland, whose fa
i Charlotte
Buffum, membership;
Talbot avenue. There were 10 ta ther. Rev. Charles A. Knickerbocker
Mrs. Edward Moffit, finance; Mrs
bles in play with prizes being won was for several years pastor of the
Charles Whitmore, unit and action;
by Miss Mary Brown, Miss Jane Universalist Church. Mr. Harley
1 Miss Madeline Philbrick, public
| relations; Mrs. H. Ernest Kevwood,
Mullen, R. N„ Mrs. Austin Brew heads the representatives of the
Georg t Morton, district supervi
er, Mrs. Margaret Fifield, Mrs United States Treasury Depart
, hospitality and
Mrs. Abraham
sor for the Maine First National
Gerald Margeson, John Thompson, ment in London with offices in the
Small, telephone.
Stores, brought in a large box of
James Brazier, John Murphy, Per United States Embassy.
Elected to the nominating com
orchids, in lapel vases, for the nur
cy Foley and Thomas Chisholm,
mittee for the ensuing year were
j
ses at Knox Hospital. Mr. Morton
Read The Courier-Gazette
Sr.
Mrs. Sanford Delano, chairman;
stated a new store had just been
Mrs. Kenneth Lord and Mrs. Har
opened at Waterville and they
riett Frost.
wished to share the orchids with
the nursing personnel at KCGH.
The flowers were lovely and fresh BPW Preparing For
and all nurses were decked out with
the fragrant blossoms throughout Convention; Sever
the day.

al New Members

—KCOH—

The nurses in the Maternity De
partment are planning a food sale
on June 6, at 9.30 till noon. Mrs.
Myra Bradbury, R. N., Mrs. Fran
ces Martel and Mrs. Hilda Keyes
will be in charge. This is another
project to earn money to complete
the chart desks and the swivel
chairs which have been purchased
for the nurses duty station <n Ma
ternity Department.
- KCGH—

June 1 to 6 Only!

SAVE 10%
YOUR CHANCE TO

SAVE 10% ON

AMERICA'S FINEST CHINA
Coralbel by

Sophomore Prize Speaking Contest at R.H.S.

Delighted Hearers

The Daughters of St. Bernards
will meet Tuesday night at 7.30 In
the parish hall.

JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH

Charlotte Hopkins

Page Seven

Lilac Rose by

This Offer Is Good

Mrs. Flora Collins, ward maid,
who was injured in an accident re
cently on Main street, was trans
ferred to Maine General Hospital
for further examinations on Tues
day.
- - KCGH—
The R. N. Club met at the Bok
Nurses Home Tuesday evening. Fol
lowing the business meeting Miss
Jean Bullock discussed "Medical
Social Service Work in a Small
Hospital.”
—KCGH—
Master George Ross. Jr., Owls
Head, brought a lovely bouquet of
apple blossoms for the lobby of the
hosiptal. George was one of the vis
itors who made the tour on Na
tional Hospital Day visiting all the
departments. He noticed the flow
ers, and so went out and picked
some to bring into the patients.

Several new members were ad
mitted to the Rockland Business
and Professional Women's Club at
the meeting, Wednesday night, at
the Farnsworth Museum.
The new members are Miss Mar
garet
Hanks.
Miss
Priscilla
Staples, Mrs. Clara Kelsey, Mrs.
Alex
Vardavoulis,
Mrs.
Na
talie Snow. Mrs. Elizabeth Post.
Miss Marion Healey. Miss Jean
Bullock, Miss Dorothy Lawry and
Mrs. Minerva Small.
Initiation services were held for
Miss Lucille Connon, Mrs Bessie
Nye, Miss Mary Emery and Miss
Mary Flynn with Past President
Ruth A. Cross in charge. At the
conclusion of the services, the
members participating were pre
sented rose corsages.
'
Miss Ruth McBride and Mrs.
Ruth Cross gave reports on the
progress oi plans for the coming
B.P.W state convention being held
at the Samoset on June 12, 13 and
14.
The rest of the meeting was
spent in working on souvenirs and
favors for the convention, with all
members participating
All those able to give extra time
for work on convention plans and
souvenirs are asked to report at
the City Building Wednesday
night at 730.

Hart chose "Mary of Scotland.”
Carolyn Bray spoke on “First
Flight" and VonDohlen took as his
subject “Daniel, Man of God."
First prizes of $6 were awarded
and second prizes of $4 The RotaryClub contributed $15 of the total.
The winning contestants were
guests at the Friday noon meeting
of Rotary and gave their pieces for

the clubmen.
Judges for the contest were
Brainard Paul, principal of Waldo
boro High School, Mrs. Joan Dore
and Charles Begley. Principal A.
Hamilton Boothby announced the
decisions of the judges and made
the awards.
Ushers for the evening were Jan
et Hall and Helen Snowman.

RUTH MAYHEW'S BIRTHDAY
PARTY WELL ENJOYED BY
SISTERS AND GUESTS
The 30th anniversary of the and the Junior Vice President,
organization of Ruth Mayhew Mrs. Carrie House.
Tent, D.U.V. was observed Monday
As the candles on the birthday
afternoon and evening at GAB. cakes were limited, the lights in
Hall. The canasta party in the the hall were extinguished and
afternoon had five tables in play hand clasped hand in an un
and there were 22 at the supper. broken oircle of members and
In the evening, after presenta guests while strains of "Blest Be
tion of the "Daughters” by Mrs. the Tie That Binds” rose from
Priscilla Smith, Department Patri hearts re-dedicated to Fraternity,
otic Instructor, the following pro Charity and Loyalty.
Present during part, or all of the
gram was presented by Mrs. Eliza
activities were: Inez Packard. Jen
Plummer:
Greetings. Mrs. Lena Rokes; re nie Feyler, Lina Carroll, Annie
sponse. Mrs. Lizzie French; solos, j Aylward. Myra L. Watts, Margue"In the Garden Of Tomorrow,” rfite B Grindle, Winifred Procand "Silver Threads Among The j tor, Jennie Shannon, Helen Brew
Gold," Mrs. Jannie Pietroski, ac er, Hattie F. Davies, Annie Moulcompanied by Mrs. Ada Simpson; j ton, Annie M. Black. Pearl HuntReading, “Parliamentary Law," ley, Eliza Huntley Plummer, Lizzie
Mrs. Marion Springer; solo, "I Be French. Mabel Whyte iCamdem,
Morton
(Camden),
lieve," and' “My Task,” Mrs. Ade Elizabeth
laide Kaler. At this point the Louise Dunbar. May B. Young
guest speaker. Rev. James Dagino j (Camden), “Buff” Plummer. Merwas introduced and gave an in i tie MacBride (Oamden), Gertrude
teresting talk, from jokes to more Salo, Adelaide L. Kaler, Phyllis
serious subjects, touching tenderly Springer. Marion Springer, Bessie
on the Tent’s motto. "FjC&L." Haraden, Clara Eaton. Susie Karl,
Solos, “I Will Pilot Thee," "Just Olive Crockett, Beatrice Barde,
A Little Closer," Miss Barbara Carrie House, Clara Knowlton,
Young, Mrs. Kaler at the piano; Bessie Sullivan, Mary E. Simmons,
Flag Salute, colors presented by Jennie Pietroski. Ada Simpson,
Mrs. Catherine Libby; greetings Catherine Libby, Barbara Young,
of the DA.R.. Mrs. Marguerite , Florence Young. Carrie B. Brown,
Grindle; greetings of Maine Dept. , Lena B Rokes, Alice Smalley, EveLadies of the G AR., Mrs. May j lyn St. Clair. Elizabeth St. Clair,
Young; greetings of Auxiliary to Ruth Thompson and Rev. James
Anderson Camp, S.U.V.. Mrs. Ruth W. Dagino.
Contributing to the gift but un
Thompson. These greetings were
responded to by several charter able to attend were Mary Cooper.
members who were present and Clara Thurston. Grace Singer,
Mrs. Priscilla Smith. DPI. Solos: Grace Lewis, Allie Blackington,
“Loveliest Night Of the Year," Margaret Sawyer. Lucy Sawyer,
Mrs. Jennie Pietroski, Mrs. Kaler Ada Payson, Alta Dimick, Ruth
at the piano; duet. “Crazy Heart," Bartlett. Bessie Church, Evelyn
Kwapiszewski.
Mrs. Pietroski and Mrs. Kaler.
A total of $37 66 was realized
Mrs. Ada Simpson then played
several selections for assembly from the activities.
singing, thus giving everyone a
The highway is no place for wild
chanoe to raise his voice in ap
proval of the event. "God Be self-expression, our State Police
With You,” sung by Mrs. Kaler, caution us. This is one place where
it is essentiial that everyone obey
closed the program.
Before refreshments were served, the rules. Remember, the fellow is
the "Birthday Gift” for the Tent depending upon you to observe these
was presented to Mrs. Springer, in regulations. Your failure to do so
behalf of the Tent by Senior Vice can result in injury or death to
President, Mrs. Catherine Libby yourself and to others.
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One aisadvantage of a free coun
Don t think you are having such
try is that the only people who
know enough to run lt haven't time a hard time—suppose you were a
New Year's resolution.
to do anything but criticize.
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SHADES OF ISAAC WALTON—

STEAMBOAT YARNS
of Ships and Men

HEREIN IS SOLVED THE

MYSTERY OF "FLY" FISHING

i but when a bear tackled one and
Hold on to your hat now.
Somewhere up where the wood works on it awhile something has
to give, and I stuck around for the
chuck chucks on the banks of a
knockout. Pretty soon that bear
lonely stream, one of the old breed squared off and plastered it a belt
of Maine guides surveyed his crowd that spread barrel staves and hoops
of city ’sports’’ with speculative all over the place, and I thought
eye. The fish just wouldn’t bite and the show was over. It wasn’t
something had to be done about it. though. Not by a long shot.
"Now, I’ve been a student of the
For three straight days his little
squad of intrepid fly casters had mysteries of nature for quite some
sallied forth at dawn to whip the time now, and I know what makes
pools and brawling brooks with ev a woodpecker peck as well as any
ery tempting bait ingenuity and ig man. I figgered that bear was after
norance could devise, only to be that molasses, and he was, but
' skunked completely. Feet were wet, things didn't work out the way I
i backs were tired, spirits low and thought they would. You've got to
remeenoer that this was on a Fri
most of the beer had gone.
| Such times are times which try day and that bear believed in cornthe souls of hardy fishermen. forming to the custom so to speak,
Doubts arise, suspicion grows and and he’s really Just got started."
"I don’t want to drag this out,
thoughts of home and mother be
cloud the atmosphere. Then it is a but there was the bear, there was
canny guide can prove his worth the dregs of molasses and sugar,
and quality and when the shadows and there was me wondering why
lengthen and the moon rides up to he didn't just nuzzle Into that mess
silver plate his tale, he can unroll and call it a day. Well I found out.
a whopper shrewdly calculated to He scraped up some of that goo on
entertain his gue6ts and keep them his left paw and started off across
trying for still another day.
, the clearing toward the brook, like
'♦ »
o ul
h
Ji
.£•
. .......
Pnoto courtesy Louise t>re*ster oi Benast
This old boy was good. He took he knew what he was doing. I folAbove appears the handsome steamboat wharf at Belfast in its heyday. There are some unusual features apparent in the picture,
his time and his tale was not with- lowed him and found him sitting
one of which as far as I know was peculiar to that dock. Comments fr om the faithful are invited.
out it's educational value for it was there behind a gooseberry bush on
Before pressure of business forced a part of the steamboat age
Soutliard and tells why he has a bury” as long as I live.
designed to help clear up the mys- the banks of the stream holding
postponement, at least fcr the pre- ! Included in the basic thought of jwaral sP°l ‘n his heart for the
Of al. my cruising on Penobscot lery surrounding
orjKin Of one that sweetened paw of his out Just
Woodbury
Bay for 50 years, this was the time , Qf the mQst pQpular spQrte .p Ma]ne ,ike a
rod
sent, considerable collection of ma- the book is a presentation of as
I was glad to get back to the Allan- : and n aU started
a curioui
Pretty soon that bait of his natMr.
Southard's
Story
tir'.al and p.ctures had been made many steamboat docks as may be
tic wharf where we were landed, drumming this guide had heard ,jrally caught the attention of evSeeing the picture of the Revenfor a projected companion book to available and a more or less comThanks to the good old revenue
"Steamboat Lcre of the Penobscot” plete story of the steamboat lines, ue Cutter “Levi Woodbury” in your cutter ‘ Woodbury” always on duty. echoing through the woods and el7 Ay ta the neighborhood and
couldn't quite classify.
! when the flies came buzzin around
under tlie title of "Penobscot's Men most of them one boat affairs, paper carried me back to the 1900's
Josh
“Twasn't a partridge,” he said 1 began to see what he was doing,
of S’eam." This book il and when which for many years were the very j or about. I will quote in this short
j story how she saved us from freezFrom the veritable mine of in earnestly as he stuffed his pipe ft happened to be a good day for
published, will deal primarily with life blood of this area.
formation possessed by John Leach with the asphyxiating mixture fishing and when a big trout would
the men who operated the steam
One of the better known Diers is ln8In Cobb, Butler & Co.. Shipyard of Camden comes the word that the which was his favorite tobacco, JumP for one of them files, this
propelled vessels, great and small, presented today, that of Belfast
of the steam era. and thus will in which accommodated not only the the “John G. Colwell," a four mast- old revenue cutter came to a “and what it really sounded like t>ear would fetch a swipe with his
clude the wharf crews where possi Boston-Bangor liners but the island ed schooner was nearly ready to be somewhat romantic end. It seems was a meeting of the Salvation Ar- rl8ht Paw and bat the trout up on
ble, for these men were very much boats as well. It was one of the launched when the large yawl boat that in her last days she was bought my. I knew a feller once who the bank. When Mr. Bear had gotmore attractive wharves of the arrived with a gasoline engine, a by a motion picture concern and claimed he lost a bass drum. I nev- , tan himself a mess of them beauer really believed It, but stranger lies- be had his breakfast and
ence reaction as he appeared in the river, its main building a large one,1 novelty at that time. The captain after being dolled up as never be
things have happened, and for a i lapped off his paw for dessert."
usual scholastic productions of light beautifully maintained, and its of- was very anxious to try her out fore in her work-a-day life.was
while
there I thought maybe I'd | And that. my friends and coun—
blown
up
as
the
grand
climax
of
a
opera. Then he heard that the Los fice quarters attractive and con- 1 and he asked the late Nathan F.
found it. 'Course it wasn't that, but tr5***«h. Is the true story of how fly
Angeles City College a municipal venient. It had bold water and was Cotto and myself to take a spin movie plot.
the noise sure scared up a lot of fishing started in the grand old
institution providing two years of easy of access even to the larger around the harbor and we were
rabbits and I was curious. Naturally State of Maine.”
junior college training, had started vessels. Its worst handicap was its glad to accept. We got started O. SPRUCE HEAD
O. H. Reed
I chased up them boomings and
distance
from
Belfast
city
proper.
K
The
wind
was
blowing
hard
a new opera department. That de
Mr. and Mrs. Howe Hall of what I finally found surprised me
cided him. Those two years turned Well I remember the hills to climb northwest and when we arrived at Orono were guests over the week
out to be decisive ones in his pro and the distance it was from the the Breakwater he wanted to try end of his sister. Miss Martha Hall. some considerable.”
'Took me "bout an hour gittin
Mr. and Mrs. Mell Maloney and
fessional evolution. His first as steamboat wharf to Church street her out in rough water so we ran
Mrs Eugenie Godfrey is visit there, through some of the peckiest Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Seavey, spent
signment was Antcnio in a con in Belfast, where my late parents out over the Bay. Everything went
ing Mr. and Mrs. Carl Godfrey in l growth 1 ever did see, and on the the weekend at Hulls Cove. Bar
densed version of The Marriage of visited with the Herbert Healeys fine until the engine stopped,
Cambridge. Mass.
way I lost a moose horn that Teddy Harbor, with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Figaro. Then he did the Second frequently. The Healeys were Rock- ] The captain was a six foct four
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
Neilson
of
Roosevelt gave me for being the Paulsen.
land
people
originally,
living
in
the
man
and
very
strong.
He
cranked
Armed Man in The Magic Flute. In
Gorham, Mr. and Mrs. Charles best guide east of Medicine Hat,
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Davis and
his free tme he peked up a few house at the corner of Limerock the machine until he was comEdwards of Connecticut, Mrs Har which is a town somewhere or other Mr, and Mrs. William Seavey of
free lance jobs; on Fridays and Sat and Union streets now occupied by 1 pletely exhausted, we were drifting
lan Johnson of Roque Bluffs, out west, Feller named Dr. Conley Warren left Friday for Rhode
urdays he sang in Jewish temples Mrs. Margery Lowe and family. all the time. Our only hope was to
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Haggett has got lt now. tout that’s another Island where they spent the week
and on Sundays in a Presbyterian When they moved to Beifast it was try to make North Haven Thoro
and family of West Tremont and story. Well sir, I come out on the end with Mrs. Annie Watts.
church. This was all In his first to establish an ice cream parlor fare. All we had was two oars and
Robert McLeod of Searsjxjrt were edge of a little clearing where there
May York of Bucksport is guest
year. In the second he was given and dispense Mrs. Thurlow's ice a rudder Darkness was coming on
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. had once been a lumber camp The of Mrs. James Seavey.
more important roles, and he got cream. Mr. Healey being a relative and oeing very cold, our heavy
Fred Batty.
buildings were still standing and
William Dunlop and children of
deeper and deeper in vocal training. and having use of Mrs. Tnurlow's ! coats began to freeze solid as the
right on the dingle of that old Freeport and Harold Dunlop of
spray
was
coming
aboard.
Just
as
formula.
I
wonder
in
these,
my
maHe also began to make a little more
New Departure Division of Gen bunkhouse, a whanging away on a ’ Greene spent the weekend with
money. It was at this point that ture years, if my present corpu it was getting dark we saw in the
eral Motors, producer of ball bear keg about the size of a pork bar their sister Mrs. Kenneth Sevon.
distance
that
the
good
old
"Wood

lence
may
not
date
back
to
the
un

New York beckoned—London felt
ings, has as its goal in every bear rel, beitin and gruntlr. and busier
he was ready to storm the citadel, limited quantities of Mrs. Thur- bury” had sighted us and was on the
ing implication increased accuracy, than a bee tree in August, was a
but instead of success he met with lcws never-yet-equalled ice cream way. They came alongside, got us
reduced maintenance, higher speed, big black bear.”
j Three-child Health Conferences
the failure indicated in the early which was placed at my disposal aboard, thawed out our clothes,
longer life and simplification of de
“Well sir, I never seen nothin like ' will be held for examination and
part of this article. Back he went to on those Belfast visitations of my gave us hot coffee and took the sign.
that before—nor since either—.and Immunization of infants and preboat in tow.
the West Coast, picked up job after tender years.
• • • •
I've seen some strange doings in school children.
Meanwhile on shore Mr. Butler,
job. and finally in the male lead
Answer to Previous Puzzle
these woods In my time. 'Course it
The Levi Woodbury story of last owner of the yard, and my father
in The Desert Song barnstormed
The first will be held June 2 at
didn't take me long to figger it out, the home of Mrs. Everett Burgess,
into New York, and was fired by Saturday created a great amount had called the captain of the tug.
’cause I'd seen them kegs before starting at 9:30 A. M.
the management. He had no money of interest and the first of the two Sommers N Smith to look us up
iHiUtdL
and I knew it was a molasses keg
Children to enter school in the
to speak of but he did have an prize winning stories will be used but we did not need her as we
pjS SR|a
and Mr Bear was after that mo fall should be given immunization
uncle who owned a profitable em today. It is from the pen of Wel passed her coming in. I shall nev
R L P LAL
lasses. Well, that was that, but I against
^iLjAmeip]
Diphtheria,
Whooping
broidery business on Eighth avenue. fare Commissioner Joshua N. er forget the revenue cutter "Woodwas tired and there was something Cough and Tetanus before starting
~L!qjjTur
Borrowing $5,000 from him— a loan
sloMt
about the way that bear was work- school as only booster shots will be
long since paid back—oft Mr. Lon
Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
or
NlGiAjGiL
iiLg that had me puzzled, so I sez given after this year in addition to
don went to find a teacher. He
aTnIOINI |a;dor]n
to myself, sez I, I'll wait around a ’ Smallpox vaccinations,
chose Enrico Rosati. who had
Cl
I&Ic'aTlICspell and watch him. Right now j Dr. Oram Lawry, Jr., and Mrs.
coached Gigli, and buckled down to
nTaipT
I'm glad I did. for he had me fooled Ada Ames. Public Health Nurse will
CL
smooth out his technique. That was
Hi Ri
completely.”
j be in attendance, Assisted by memHTSlLe
in 1946.
f AK.
“
Them
kegs
are
made
pretty
solid
bers of the local Health Council.
Lit’lc by little he inched along
In 1M0 he sailed for Europe. That
summer he spent In Salzburg, lis
tening and watching and studying.
One Sept. 3, 1949. hp made his de
but in Vienna as Amonasro, the
same role in which two years later
he was to make his debut at the
Metropolitan. He was a sensation,
and the three past seasons have
been nothing but conquest for Mr
London at every turn—in Edin
burgh. Munich. Milan, Bayreuth
arid everywhere else.
However, as Mr. London sees it,
he still has plenty of worlds to
conquer He wants to deepen his in
terpretations, make his characters
dramatically as well as musically
plausible. Also he wants to pene
trate further himself and spend
more t.me on his development as a
human being And there may be
plenty of romantic life when he
gets everything else squared away,
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont)
1-Clenched hand
18- Employ
50-G^assy meadow
he admits.
5 A portico (Gr. Arch.) 51- Dine
•• • •
19- Examine
9-Partner
52- Penetrate
24- Mistake
Just one more word not to forget 10-A
fruit
53- Make a mistake
25- Deputy
the Sacred Concert at St. Pcter'a 12- Network
54- River in Bolivia
27-Father (Sp.)
2S_Enthus»asm
Episcopal Church tomorrow eve 13- Srtares
56-Overbold
14- A letter
59
Produces
30-A compass po’nt
ning <8unday> at 8 o'clock. The
ifc-Sipns
60- Appo'nt
(abbr.)
artists will be Joel Hupper, flute; 18-Strike
61- The thong of a whip 32-Small lump of butter
Jane Moore, violin; David Holmes, ?0-Sta*ion fabbr.)
62- Sediment
35- Foundation
36- Place where bees
piano and organ: the Combined 21-Br:ef letters
?2-Freeze
VERTICAL
are kept
Girl Choirs of the churches of St. 23-Vaie in ancient
37- Rage
Arqolis
Peter, St. John at Thomaston and
1- D stant
38- Lose luster
2- Anger
39- More than one
St. Thomas at Camden, directed by ?5-Rodent
?7-Separates
3- Bristle (Surg.)
40- Variety of cabbage
Mrs. Alec Vardavoulis, with Mrs. 29-Comes into view
4- Quick, vibrating
41- Drug to contract
Richard Spring, organist. A pro 31-Leanest
movements
pupil of the eye
33Residence
(abbr.)
5- Short poems
42- Cauterize
gram designed for real music lov
A NSW XCOMIC STRIP BY
34- lnerease
6- Lock of hair
45-Feline
ers has been arranged, presenting 35- An Enqlish title
7- A grain
4S-Twists
Fireproof Garage
works ol the highest quality from 39-9lows
8- Answer (abbr.)
49-Obliterate
43Senarately
9Method
54Chief
Babylonian
god
such composers as Bach, Handel.
44- Hiqh card
STARTING MAT 39 AND
11-Prohibitiona
55- Note in Guido’s scale
Telemann. Couperin and others 45- Obliterate
14-Serf
57-A compass point
RUNNING EVERY SATURDAY
An invitation is extended to the 47- Wrong-doing
15- ldentica,
(abbr.)
48- Valant
17-Gretk letter
public to attend.

John M. Richardson

Gladys S. Heistad

There are many in this section
who remember Dr, Saul Polisner
with pleasure and who have never
lost interest in him I must con
fess that I have not kept in con
tact with him over the years even
though I am numbered among
those who never lost interest. I al
ways had great admiration tar
him. recalling the tremendous ef
fort he made to get his medical ed
ucation, a portion of the money
earned through his musical gifts.
Imagine my surprise-and plea
sure too—to have first hand news
of Saul through Mrs. Helen Em
mons of Warren, who has been a
surgical patient at the Maine Eye
and Ear Infirmary in Portland. I'll
quote from Helen’s letter:—
"Dr. Saul Polisner did the eye
operation. Remember Saul? He is
so skillful. Today we were talking
ot things musical and I asked him
if he knew you. Immediately he be
came articulate with voice and
hands and asked me to send kind
est remembrances to you." Helen
said further in her letter that Saul
plays with the Pnrtland Symph >ny
which makes us happy to know that
he is keeping up with his music
Somewhere back in my mind I have
the idea that he was very clever
in crafts too. I think I shall write
to Saul and I may have more news
of him for you.
•• • •
When I was singing in the quar
tet at the Universalist Church we
frequently did anthems written by
T. Tertius Noble. It was very ex
cellent writing and the name of T
Tertius Noble came to mean more
to me than many of the anthem
composers.
Just a few days ago looking
through a church periodica! I came
across the announcement of Dr
Noble's death on May 6 at the age
of 86. He was living in Rockport.
Mass., at the time of his death.
He was English born, with a mu
sical father who permit’ed him to
leave school, where music was not
faugh*, and to study music which
he lo-.-cd. Before he was ten years
old, he wras able to accompany his
father on the piano in such works
as Bach's Preludes and Fugues. He
was graduated from the Royal Col
lege oi Music in London; and was
organist at Trinity College. Cam
bridge. and in several churches, be
fore becoming organist and choir
master at Ely Cathedral in 1882
He remained at Ely until 189F when
he became organist and choirmast
er at York Minster—the highest
such position in all England. In
1913 he came to 8t. Thomas'
Chur.-h, New York, where he
stayed as organist and choirmastei
until his retirement in 1913
He founded the Choir School at
St. Thomas', first in a rented build
ing, and continued it in a fine
school building, the gift of inter
ested friends. He brought the music
at St. Thomas' to its present high
standard.
Dr. Noble composed Masses, cho
rales. anthems and numerous, hymn
tunes. He has as many hymns in
the Episcopal Church Hymnal as
Bach himself. He conducted the
New York Symphony Orchestra
and was called back to England to
conduct the music for the York Mu
sical Festival of its 10»th anniver
sary. His “Introduction and Passacag'.ia" was given by the New
York Philharmonic Symphony in
1940.
•• • •
I had a very pleasant afternoon
recently with Joel Hupper, the
young flutist, whose playing is win
ning marked approval. I am always
impressed by Joel's musicianship
which is of the highest quality, and
it is stimulating to talk with him
and gather in his ideas. In our con
versation we turned to discussion
of the program given recently by
the Bowdoin Music Club at the
Farnsworth Art Museum, parti
cularly to that part devoted to the
ultra-moderns. — Honegger, Stra
vinsky and Henry Cowell. I had
said in my review that these ultra
moderns are "pretty hard to take.”
and Joel took exception to this
statement, and with some very
good arguments, too.
One point that he stressed was
that modern writing is the writing

MARINE
ELECTRONICS
RADIO-TELEPHONES

of today—it will be here for some
time, withuot question, and. there
fore. we should not close our ears
stubbornly against it, but listen,
become "educated." shall wc say.
Liking or not liking, Joel said in
effect, has nothing to do with the
obligation wc are under to hear mu
sk in the modern idiom such as to
day's composers are writing. We
must try to understand it to be
honestly fair. Even dislike does not
shut out attention—in fact, it can
alert it. Joel cited cases of compo
sers of many many years age who
ran into just such difficulties—their
writing not understood. Even Bach
was misunderstood—his sons were
ashamed of him, to speak of one
example, for his writing seemed
"outlandish" to them in its obscure
construction.
Anyway the next time I am con
fronted with the works of ultra
moderns. I am resolved to listen
closely and not to shut myself
against it, I would not expect to
“understand" it at one sitting, but
with
repeat performances—who
knows? In any event the points
that Joel brought out are worthy
of thought and consideration.
• • • •
Right on the heels of mv com
ments about Rosa Ponselle came a
picture in Musi:a! America of the
former diva as she is teday. Some
times it is better to live with me
mories!
• • • •
A letter from a Boston friend
eonta.ns "food for thought" also
Her letter was prompted after a
plea I had made in tins column to
express appreciation of radio pro
grams. and she said:
"Speaking for myself, many times
I remained silent in regard to ra
dio programs, poems, books, etc.,
which I had enjoyed, due to my fear
of being thought ‘stuck up' or ‘high
hat.' But as I grow older and pro
gress more in the understanding of
the good and the beautiful. I see
the n?ed for being proud of our love
for these things. The appreciation
of the fine things is a gift from
God and should have respect. So of
ten we stand back from progressing
mentally because of these silly
fears, whereas, if wc have a natural
instinct to love the finest and best
we should strive towards the
achievement of those things regard
less of the jeers we may get from
unsympathetic family or friends.”
• • • •
A member of the Metropolitan
Opera Company who has made a
sensational s'iccess is George Lon
don. A recent issue of Musical Americk carries a lengthy article about
him and I know it will reach many
of you in interest, especially as sev
eral from this section heard him
in Boston when the Met was there
this spring—and there are many
who have come to admire his voice
and art through radio appearances
So I’ll quote here and there, try
ing to hit upon the points which
will make you visualize him the
clearest:
Back in 1941 Oeorge London was
an aspiring soung singer who gave
his name as George Burnsor, and
who met with marked failure in vis
its to concert managers, etc His
real name was Bernstein, ar.d his
most devoted ally was his mother.
Mrs I/nils Bernstein, who stuck
with him through professional ups
and downs, showing wisdom in
giving kindness without indulgence,
counsel without
criticism And
without doubt these qualities helped
shape the handsome bass-baritone
known today as George London, one
of the most promising and admired
artists in the wide world of opera
London never took a music les
son until half of his life had been
passed. A native of Montreal, he
was born 32 years ago on May 30.
He was brought to Los Argeles as
a child after his father, whe had
been a prominent manufacturer in
the Canadian city, suffered a stroke
and was ordered to a more com
patible climate.
Both of Mr. London's parents
were confirmed lovers of music, but
their son would have r.one of it in
his formative years. Ho was always
ready to bear it, oh yes. but the no
tion of a professional career in mu
sic was farthest from his mind. It
is said that he was torn between
law and astronomy. He even re
fused to take elementary piano in
struction at the age generally con
sidered proper.
In high school, however, London
began to savor the fruits of audi-
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